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History of the Use of Clay in Pottery Making 
The first discovery of the use of clay in making utensils and 
how that discovery was made have been l.ost in the dim and distant 
beginning of man's existence. The discovery probably was made en-
tirely by accident, as many great inventions were. 
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A woman observed that a coating of clay from the river's edge, 
plastered inside her crude baske:t, kept the small grains and berries 
from sifting out. By accident, this basket could have been placed 
too near, or thrown upon the £ire, and the outer container of reeds 
or willows burned away, leaving a container that was hard and resist-
ant. It would even hold water and could be used for a cooking pot . 1 
This method of discovery may be entirely incorrect, but frag-
ments of pott.ery which were made in this very manner, have been 
discovered in caves where prehistoric races lived. 
A comprehensive and elaborate history of man 's development of 
this craft, and his embellishment of it with artistic motifs, have 
no place in a thesis of this type. The reader , hCW1ever, should re-
member that working in clay is world-wide, and pre-dates any of 
man's written history. 
The ware of the first potters was unglazed and unadorned , but 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
l Gardner, Helen, Understanding The Arts. 
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as man progressed, his craftmanship and artistic ability increased, 
and he saw the possibilities of incorporating both glazes and adorn-
ment in one product •1 Thus- was the use of simple glazes and designs. 
added to pottery. 
Man, in his search for ever new combinations and effects, 
discovered that certain natural formations, when placed in certain 
proportions and subj acted to extremely high temperatures , made a white, 
vitrified ware of gre.at beauty. This discovery gave us our porcelain 
which must not be confused with pottery; pottery is a product of clays 
of natural formations, while porcelain is a product of mix.tares of 
compounds discovered, proportioned and mixed by the potter. 
In s·earching for a local clay to use in our pottery department 
at the Fort Hays Kansas State College, the numerous. depos.its and 
many varieties found over Ellis County were surprising. 
From this search has evolved this esis, the purpose of which 
is to test samples of clays of Ellis County and to discover their 
possibilities for pottery making. 
The method used was to select approximately one hundred samples 
of clay,. and by t .he use 0£ an analysis chart, study each sample. 
These samples were collected from all parts of the county--from out-
croppings along st.reams, from cuts through hills, and from any ex.-
posed deposits. Each sample was placed in a container, numbered, the 
characteristics of each deposit not.ad, and the localities marked on a 
large map of the county. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Binna, Charles F., The Potter's Craft . 
An attempt was made to select the most likely deposit from all 
localities, but the scarcity of outcroppings in certain sections of 
the count,y made this difficult. 
Several states in t .he Middl.e-West have, within recent years, 
made an exhaustive search for clay deposits that may be of commer-
cial val.ue. Iowa made a geological survey as early as 1.902, and 
several val.uable deposits have been discovered recent.ly.1 
At the present time. the Geology De.partment at the University 
of Louisiana is making a search of that stat.a for deposits of clay 
and other mineral.a that may be of value. 
The State Chamber of Commerce of the Stat.e of Kansas in 1937 
went om record as favoring such a search in this state. 
l 
Cox, Paul E., The Use of IOWA Clays in Small-Scale Production 
of Ceramic Art . 
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Chapter II 
Clays of Ellie County 
s 
Clays are the product of the weathering of feldspar. The sol-
u.ble mat'ter of the feldspar has been carried away, leaving the insol-
ubl.e. If the clay remains at the original l.ocation, it is a primary 
clay, usually white, and with a l.ow content of iron, so th.at it burns 
white; it is, called kaolin, or china. clay. If, in the course of 
years, the clay has been transported to another location (by water, 
wind or glacier), it is a se.condary c1ay; it has then l.ost tfle coarse 
particles of undecompos.ed fel.d.spar which remain in the primary clays, 
but it now contains hydrated iron oxide mud, limestone powder, and 
organic impurities in varying amount,s. The purer deposits of the 
secondary clays are more plastic than china clay, and are used under 
the name of ball clays. 
Clays differ in many particulars, especially in their plasticity, 
which in turn depends upon their content of admixed organic matter, 
upon their state of hydration, and upon the fineness of the sub-divi-
sion of the particles. 
A plastic clay is called a fat clay, a l .ess plastic one a lean 
clay. Plasticity is the resultant of two separate properties; 
deformability, which allows shaping, and tenacity, which resists 
te.aring. 
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Another property of clays which is of great importance is fusibil-
ity, which allows them to become dense upon firing. This density is 
of extreme importance, for without it, the ware is porous, soft, and 
easily broken, thus lessening its utility. 
The third property we seek in clays to be used for the making of 
pottery, is porosity. This porosity depends upon the flint or silica 
content. With out porosity, the ware cannot lose its water of mirlure 
by drying, and the ware becomes warped. 
The t,wo properties, plasticity, which al.lows the ware to hold 
together, and porosity, which allows it to dry properly, must be even-
ly balanced. 
To determine these properties, and the amount of each, as well 
as other valuable characteristics of clays, the following list of 
tests has been chosen. Each individual test gives data that is of 
help in determining the val.ue of the cl~y for use in pottery making . 
Characteristics of deposit 
While this is not necessarily a test of the value of the clay, 
it does show the size of the deposit, ease by which it may be obtain-
ed, and other information which may be of value. 
Slaking qual.ities 
This test shows whether or not the clay will break down readily 
or must be blunged or ground before it can be used. 
Per cent of coarse material 
This teat shows whether or not there is too much coarse gravel 
or other undesirable material present. 
Plasticity 
This information is important. A clay low in plasticity is of 
little value. 
Per cent of water of plasticity 
There is a close correlation between the per cent of water 
required to make a clay plastic and its plasticity. The less plastic 
the clay, grnerally, the lower the per cent of water of plasticity. 
The per cent of water necessary to make the clay plastic is obtained 
by this method. One hundred grams of dry clay are crushed to a pow-
der and water added until the clay becomes wet and plastic, then 
the amount of water is divided by the weight of the clay. 
WP w • a-
Shrinkage 
Low shrinkage in a clay is a sign of a fat clay, or one with a 
high content of sand. This type of clay is usually weak and brittle 
in the green-ware, and porous when fired. The higher the shrinkage, 
the more dense will be the ware; however, a high shrinkage is also a 
sign that other difficulties will be met such as warping, cracking, 
etc. 
Color 
Color £or most wares of a commercial nature is of little impor• 
tance, however, for art wares, decorative tiles, and some facing 
bricks, a clay that is light in color when fired is more desirable. 
The color of the clay varies as the heat varies. For this 
reason two different temperatures have been used to show this vari-
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ance. The first firing is to cone .04, which is 1922 F., a ccording to 
the table of the Standard Pyrometric Chart. Cone .02 reaches the tem-
p~rature of 2.003 F. 
Dry strength 
Strength in a clay during the green-ware stage is necessary or 
the breakage will be high. There is a close correlation between 
shrinkage and dry strength. The higher the shrinkage, the stronger 
the clay. 
Absorption 
When a clay is porous t here is a greater amount of open s pace 
between the clay particles. This allows water t o seep through . The 
clay should show little, if any absorpti on, at the temperat ure by 
which the body is matured. 
Warpage 
A good clay must approach the vit ification point without a 
deformation of shape. I f a clay tends to sag and warp it is of lit-
tle use as a pottery body. 
Action i n mol d 
If a clay cannot be used in casting i t has little use in pottery 
making. 
Acti on when glazed 
Some clays absorb the glaze when f ired . This fault makes their 
use prohibitive. 
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Test_ J.__ Locality _~...o.£-S~ Section_J.O._ TownshiP-13- Range.J..9__ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL -Daposit- .of__ ..unknoW?1-thi ckne&e'!!~Op_ _of_...de.posit_ . 
_two_!§~i.l:lel.ow_su.rf.aca~-top_.s.oil~----------- -- --- -------------------
Slaking qualities_ 13~& _down.. in. .ah.out,_ si.x... .minu..t.e.s ._ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _________________ 3_ % 
Plasticity_ -F-&iJ!l.y.-plaat-i-e--.- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- -- - -- - - -- - - --- - - - -- - --
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________ ________ 44_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ 6_ __ %Raw ---------------
Fired cone .04 __________ _____ __ _l_ __ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _________________ -1½-%Cone .02 _________ __ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ a½_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____________ ____ ______ 38..0..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- ______ ____ i~J3j3_ % ____ cone .02 _______________ 4-% 
-
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ___________________ ~mm 
Action in mold __ Caet s ___________ _ ____ __ ______ ___ __ _ ______ __ ______ __ _ 
Action when glazed_Tg~JJ_.gl.a.z.e_welL ______________ - - ------------------ - -- -
Remarks 2.nd conclusions __ Th~~ - ~lay_.i.s.._t.C2Q...&andy_t.o_.he.....us.e.d _su.cceasfully 
-~n _ its present _mixture._ The_ color .i_e__gqod_.and....all. _tests_.srum..f.airly 
-~ood results. ________ _____________________________ ______________ ____ ___ _ 
-- ----- - -------------------------------------- ---- -------- - - ------ ----
-------- - - ------ ------------------- ------------------------------------
----------------------------------------- - --------------------- - - ---- ----- -
------------- ------------------------- - ------- - ---------- - --------------
----- - - ------------------· ---- -- ------------------·-------- ---------- --·--- -
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TesLz._ Locality~-0-:C-SE-f- Section_--2Q.Township_l2- Range_.J..9.. CountyEl.li.s 
Characteristics of deposiL.A-1.arge- deposi t.-Of-unknown. _thickneas..._t.Jro_feet. 
__ bel.ow_.:t.he......aurfac.e~- - ------- --- - ----------------- ---- ------------ - - -----
Slaking qualities_ .B.r_eake _down.. .in. _two _minuj;.aa_.._ __________ _ _ ________ _______ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ____________ ___ 2_% 
Plasticity_ No.t._ _v..er.y. _ pla.sti..e.--·iliu:ge-per..c.entage- of_ .f.i.ne..--SB.nd .. __ _ 
P er cent of water of plasticity __________ __ _____ ___________ __ ____ 26 _% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________________ _s_ __ %Raw __ ____ ___ ______ _ 
Fired cone .04------ -------------½-%Cone .04 ________ ___ _ 
Fired cone .02 __________________ ). __ %Oone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) --------- - --- ----- ---- - 260-lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ ~......o.2.. % ____ cone .02 ____ __ ___ -25.._51 _ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________________ ~_mm 
Action in mold __ Cr.aaka_in.JJ1ol~~.hard.-t.o _rem.o.,z.a _whol.e ... ___________ ___ ____ _ 
Action when glazed __ 'l'rui_.wa.~e. _steala..th.e._aili.ca... .fro.m_the_.gla..z..e.L _______ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ Toi!L.Clia.y_lm.1La _g_QQd_~.ol.o.r_Jm.e11-£ir:e.d.,_..b..ut. _t.be 
ware roqg_}i -~nd_ gr.i:t.:ty_ .JD.akes_ it_ ..undesirabl..e.. 1-.or. -pott.ecy- ..making .. - - A- - -
_mixture of __ thi.s antl...a....more p1a sti cLclay_mi.gh:t.-g:ive-a....w..or-kabl.e- clay ...... 
-- ---- - --- - - ------------------ - --------------- - -- ---------------------- - --
--------- - - - - ------ - --- ------ -- ------ ----- --------------------------
* 
___ !{.9_j;_~~t _ could be ~e1 - -·------ - - ----------------------- - - -- - ----- ---
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TesL..3..._ Locality -~-or-SEf Section-1.3._ Township_ll_ Range_.2.Q. CountyEl.li..s 
Characteristics of deposit..La.rge_shala..d.e.posit_. _______ ______ __ __ ___________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ 13~~Ufl _dQWD._ .i.n.....a.bQut _f'i.f'.t.eel'l _mi nut.es. _________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ______________ 2_% 
Plasticity_ .Q.\l.i..t..e. _plasti.c., _________ ______ _____________ __________ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ _____________________ __ 36_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 'L %Raw ________ ______ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ 1._ %Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 _____ ____ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ----------------------~.5..._lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ __ _ ll___._a % ____ cone .02 ______ _______ _ 5_ % 
* 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____________________ mm 
Action in mold_Br.eak.s....in. ...mold---- ------- - -- - - ---- _____ __ __________________ _ 
Action when glazed_Takas....glaa.e_weJ.l...... _____________________________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions _ _The _clay_.ha.s....a---1I1U.St.y_od.or..,_ .it1.-quite plasti C,- -
-but_ does not _turn lQ.os.e._of_mo.lds • . it.....is_very_..d.ans.ELat_..cona_....Q2,_ ___ _ 
_ ~ut _ the fa.ult_ of_ c..r.a.c_~i~g_in_ .:l;ful. ..m.ol.d _ up.on.. .d.cying _ma.k.fl_s_ .it_ .J.lllde sir~-
a.ble _for ~ott~ry_makin_g. _________ ---------------------- - --- -------------
-------------------- -------- ---------------------------------- --
------------------- - -- - ---------------------------------------------------
* ____ No_ test -~oial!L b.e_ .made •. _____ - - - - -- - ---- - -- - - -------- - --- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -· -
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TesL_4._ Locality ..IDYi_of_SW¾-- Section....lL Township_ll__ Range-2..Q_ County .Ellis 
Characteristics of deposiL_Large_.hill_ _Qf__clay. ____________________ ___ ____ _ 
------------------------------------------------- - ----- - ---- - -------------
Slaking qualities_ ~eaks-d.own--in--two-mi~ .. - _______ ___ ____ _________ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _______ ________ 4 .. ,5_ % 
Plasticity _ _fLa.c.t.ically_ .rum.Et..._ _ _______________________________ _ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ _______ __ ___ _______ ____ ______ 34 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________ _________ 7___ %Raw ____ ____ ______ _ 
Fired cone .04-------- - --------- -½-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______ _____________ ½_ %Cone .02 _____ __ __ __ _ 
Total shrinkage _____ __ _________ § __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ________ ______________ _ .ilQlbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ______ .l.8_--9.5.% ___ _ cone .02 _________ ....l3 .. 4L% 
·war page. (in mm from hor izontal) at cone .02 __________ ____ ___ ..l.._mm 
Action in mold_ .91'JlCJ:tl:!~~g§.nD.9.t_..he. ...r.emoYed...f.r_oounol~-- -- -- -------- - --- - --
Action when glazed_ .Tii_e _ _g~~~-iJJ_J_i_l_l_Q.cLwitlL.arn...aU_ l>J.1.b.P.l_u'!._ ____ ______ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_The deposi t._appears-t.o......ba..laxgely_.sa.nd...and-is __ 
of_no val.~~ -in_..it.a..pr.esent_mixt.ur.aL--- ---------- - ----------- - - --- ----- · 
--- -- - - ---- - - ---- - --- - - - -- - - - - - ------- - - - --- - - - - - ---- - -------------- -- - ---
- ------ - ------------------ - - - ----------- - -- - -- - ----- - - - --- - - - - - -- -- - ------
-- - - - - --- ---- ----- ------ - ---- - - - - -----------
------- - ------------- - - -------- - ---------- - -- - - - - - -- - - -- ---- - -- -- - - - ---- - -
- - -- --------------- - ----- - --------- - -- - -- ---- - - --- ----- --- - ----- - ------ ----
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TesL.5..._ Locality fil'4._of:_5E¼_ Section..2l._ Township_U_ Ra.nge __ ~Q_ County~~l,.j._s 
Characteristics of deposit~ple_:t;aken from_ ditch at _side_ of road_ under _ 
-~bout_1Ju~-~e_fe~t_gJ_J;_Q.P._soil. _____ _________________ ____ _______________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ Breaks_down in two_~_!lutes. _______ ___ ___ ______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80-sand-&.----Shell-lO-% 
PlasticitY-~-Uttle--.------------ ------------------------------
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ _____ ____________________ ____ .3..2..._ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
. * Slip to dry __ __ ________ ____ ________ %Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ________ ___ ____ ______ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ____ ____ _____________ %Cone .02 __ ___ ___ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ____________ ___ ____ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ----- - ------------ ------6.'lOlbs. 
Absorption_ cone .04 _________ _.l._'Z..L58_ % ____ cone .02 ____ _________ .n.._o % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________ ___ _____ !_mm 
Action in mold __ C..ncks_itL .IllQJ.d.~~caoo.ot_ JHt_t..~!)_p.__o_µj; __ whole . ________ ____ _ _ 
Action when glazed_ -~- - __ ------------------------------ ----- ______________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_ .This._elay-ha.-8.-.a hi.glLCOllten:t_..o..f_...silica_and... ___ _ 
Ji.Q.e.a_not_..cast._---. _ _1t _br.e.ak.a....ea.sily_in_.tha_green~war..e... ...a.t_e..t.e.~--A:t __ c_oJ1~- -
-'--02 _ the_ t.ast.. __b.ecame_ yi t ri f i f\d_aru:Ls:t.u.ck _ to_ the... --8h.eli.L ______________ _ 
----- - --- -- - - - ------- --------- -------- - ------------------------ - -- - --- - ---
* 
__ _ NQ - ~_9_Sj __ Q_Q_~g_l,~ _ _!ll~Q_!__ _ __ -- - - - - --- --- --- -------------------- -- - - - - - - . 
Te L __ Locality 
Characteri tics of depo it.This.. _a p fLli 
-~Q.Q.UQ~_-1_A.i.1!E;!nty_fg_i_QJ.i.!L ntll __ § __ th ______________ ___ stream _ 
laking qualities~ __ j..,U __ l'L ___ r~~-Ji_0.Jm.~- -]~.~- 1>~-.R~"l~-i ------- -----------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. o______ __ ______ __ _ % 
Plasticity_~~~.e..cy-..1.it: Q•----------------------------------------
Per cent of water of pl sticity ________________________ _________ _ % 
SHRINKAG -i COLOR 
lip to dry __________ ________ ___ _i_ %Raw _______ _______ _ 
Fired cone .04 ____________________ %Cone .04 ___ _______ _ _ 
Fired cone .02 _____________ ___ ____ _ %Cone .02 _________ __ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ '!_% 
Dry trength (pounds per quare inch) _______ _________ __ ___ __ i .8iUbs. 
Absorption. cone .04-_________ §~~~_% ____ cone .02 ___ _________ _ 'l._Q_% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 ____ __ ____ ________ ~mm 
Action in mold_--ce.sts fairly _well. --------------------------------------
Action when glazed_Thi.i:L.:tfill.t....absorb.a.. .:t.h.e._glaze ... __________________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ 'l'hie_.co.ar..s.e.....gr.ey _ __sb.ale_will....n.o.t. _break....dmul. ___ _ 
1_'!~~!?-- soaked. __ It_gi_µjtj; __ 'Q.Q._c.ru.shtl.d...t..o..JlELUSed ... __ .Fiting_doe.a...nn..t.. wttL. 
dense • __ Jj; __ :i;,_e__cbalky_Jmd_e.asily_..c.nwi.e.d_eun_.a!..t.tt_beix,.g_ _ 
fired to cone _ .02 • __ 'l'his _cl.ay_is _of_no_ valµ a.a. Q._pothn Q.Q.(ly • ____ _ 
--------- - - -------------- ---------- -------- ----------- ·-------------------
---------- - ---------------------------------------------------------------
------- - - - - ----------------------- --- - --- - - -- ---- --- ----------
_ '!_ !'.19 _ j;_e_~l -~Q~d- !>jj_ 1®._de.t--_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___________________ . 
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Test__rz.__ Locality .NW:k-of-SJN¼- Section--20_ 'fownship_J.3.. Range...Z.Q_ County .Ell.is 
Characteristics of deposiL~'!!!'lar.ge_Aa.posit_ .o.f_..shal.e .. ________ ________ ______ _ 
Slaking qualities_~~1.;rti~l..l.y_ JWlk~fL i11_..f_e_w._mimr.t§»~- _______ __ _____ _____ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ____ __ ________ .o.._ % 
Plasticity :-_~,i_e_Q: _plas.:tk'---- ________ _______ __________ ____________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________ ____ ____ _________ 34 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________ _________ 8_ %Raw _____ __ _____ __ _ 
Fired cone .04-_________ ___ ____ __ l_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fir ed cone .02 ____ _____ __________ i ½Yc, oone .02 _______ __ __ _ 
Total shrinkage ___ _________ ____ J,J.½to 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) --- -- - - ---- ·-- - --------Sl..0.-lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ __ ____ _ J..Q.J.2_ % _ __ _ cone .02 ____ _____ _ -4_..3L % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ _______ _______ __ Q_mm 
Action in mold _~_-_::!_tJ .. c.t iLt.9_ 1!1-QldL ______ _: ___ ___ __ __ ___ ________ ______ _____ _ 
Action when glazed_ ~111-~ _gi~ §_ j.~ __ SJllQ.Qt.lL wi.th9J.lt._ _ 'b.Yb.bl_e_s_~ __________ ____ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions _Thi.a-Shal.a_breaks- dow.n...xaadily., _.but_ leav:es ____ _ 
gp.i t e a _ qu@:1; j._j;y __ lfJ.'b0ut _ 2.5~- _a£ _flak es _ .o.Ldar.ke r _ s h.ala -tha. t. __mu.s:Lha . 
churned _or_gr~J1J1_d._intQ_ s .o.l.uti_anL __ This._ _cl.ay._does_.n_ot__readily_-Shrink_ 
away f r om _ the mold,_ whi ch_ i.i:L.a _f_ault_ .:t.ha:Lcauld_ b.a. _c_arre ct ed_ .by_ ...an __ 
!3,iiAi_t):~~- 9L f lint _or _a _ mora_sandy _cl ay_,.__..The_col.or_ is_ _a _lit:tl.e_ .t__o._Q. __ 
dark to _US§:_ §.~_-1l -.llQtt er y _ __clay_ _when_:tr .ansparent gla zea ..a..re_t.o_.ha.J.1.S.ad. 
--- ----- - - - --- - -- - ------------ -- -------------- - - - --- - - - ---- - - - ----- -- - --- -
- --- - - ---------- ----- - --- - - - --- - ------------ - - - - -- - ---- - ------ - - -- --
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Test_l3 __ Locality.NY~_q_,L§ift._ Section __ ~_ Township_!-~- Range __ 2_Q_ County~JJ,_i_s 
Characteristics of deposit_~,tla.rge deposi t._on_tharnt._side_.o.f_....roa.d_north 
_Qf _Sm..oky_ .Ri.,r_e.r·.., _______ ___ _________________ _________ ________ ______ ___ ___ _ 
Slaking qualities~~ke.aks _ do:wn.. _in _e.ight_ minu_"t..ttt. ______ __ ___ ______ __ ___ __ _ 
. . Gypsum and f os~il shells 
Per cent of coarse material not passmg mesh No. 80_. ___________ _io.tL % 
Plasticity_ .:'"~_prn.c.t.ically _.n.<me.t. _____________________ _____ _______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___________ ______ _________ ___ ___ _ 32_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw ____ __________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ________________ ____ _ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ______________ __ _____ %Cone .02 _________ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ______________ ___ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____ ___________ _______ _ J~lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ____ ____ _?j,_._~'½. % _ _ _ _ cone .02 ___ ___ ______ __ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at cone . 2--- ---- ------- -;: ---~-mm 
Action in mold- ~w.a:t£r...absorb.ed.imme.diatelf-~"!:Wi1Lno:l;_..caat .. ___________ _ 
Action when glazed- ~- -- - --- _______ __ __ ____ ___ ------·- __________________ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Toie _ _clay_.ap.pe.ars. _to_b.e_mo.s_t.l)':_.fine_.sarui~~will _ 
_ JQ2_. _____ _ _______ __ _ ___ _ __ _ ____ _ ___ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ ___ _ ____ _ _ _ ______________ _ 
- - ------- ----- - ------ ------------------------------------------- - ---------
-------------- - - ------- ------- --------- -- --- - --- ---- ----------- - ---
--------------- - ----- - - - ------- ----- - --------- - -
-- - - - ------ ---- - - ---- - --- ---------- - -- - --------- - -- - ---- -----
* ___ F9 __ ~~e.t. _ ~!;rnl.d.Jte_ .Jna.de_. ____ ·-____ ________ - _ - -- - - ___ - - - _ - --- - __ ___ _____ . 
TesL...9._ Locality J-JW;l:_of -NW¼- Section __ g _ Township_ J.5- Range-2.Q_ County .Ellis 
Characteristics of deposit __ "!!~lar.ga..d.epasit_.o.n....hill.side_.o.n.....80.l.l.th_bank.s_..o.!. 
-~«1.9.ky_..Ri.1l.e.:r~~1,u:>.1i.£i.r_..ahQ.u.t_tw.elY..a..._incb.e.a.o!_t.Q.p_a.oil. ________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_--~~t.e~-~-Ui .... 0.WA_i1:u~.b..oyj;_ f_ourmi@t.eJ?. __________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _____ ______ __ __ ½ % 
Plasticity ~~q_~t_e__p~J3.tj._~·--________ ____ ___ ______ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___ ______ __ __________ __________ __ 5.2_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________ _______ l3_ %Raw _____ _______ __ _ 
Fired cone .04-__________ __ ____ __ '.L%Cone .04 ______ __ ___ _ 
Fired cone .02 __ __ ______ ____ __ ___ Q_%Oone .02 _______ ____ _ 
Total shrinkage _________ _____ __ g9_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ------- - --- - ------------680lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- ____________ ..3S.% ____ cone .02 ___ ___________ o_% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________________ ....Q _mm 
Action in mold_~~-C~ELWell.., ______ _______________________________________ _ 
Action when glazed~~_g_JJ.lu.tLWelL ____ __ ___________________________________ _ 
Remarks and con cl usions_This..... .cl.q. ..has-au -excepti.onall.y - la.r .g-e...-Shr.inkage-. 
The wai:e. _ie _ qui.:t.a ....s.t.r.ong_ in.. .th.a ....gre.en~ar.e.... ..stat.e. - -The- ..cJ.a.y. -became- - . 
very dens~ _§.t_.cJmfl. _~02. __ Th.a.dark - col.or- .and.....excepti.onally.....J.arg.e.... -----
~~r ; ~ _i;g~ _~te_.it_J.m.d&sirab.l.e.....£.o.r _pott..e.cy_~ .... ----- --------------- - ------
--------- -------- - --- --------------------------------------------- ----- --- -
- ---------------------------- - ------------ ------------------------ ---- -----
------------------------- - -------------------------- ------------------
- - - -----------------------------------· ----------------- - ------------ --
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TesL..10. Locality-SF4-_0£ -NE¼- Section-SQ_ Township_l5_ Range....1.9._ County Ellis 
Characteristics of deposiL~~1arge... depoai t_of_..ahal.a..._ ___________________ __ _ _ 
Slaking qualities_---dlr.eaks-down. ...in--a.bout-.f-ilt.e.-minute.a,..._ ________ __________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ _ Q % 
Plasticity_~--~ -pla.sti-c+.- _ - ---- - _ ---_ -- - --- __ - _______________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity---------------------------------~% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to drY---------------------9½- %Raw ---------------
Fired cone .04------------ - -----1½-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 __________________ L_%Cone .02 _____ __ ____ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ 12-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ________ __ _________ ____ _l.Q.Qlbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ______ __ __ :i,_a~'l. % ____ cone .02 ______ _____ ___ .Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________ _________ ~_mm 
Action in mold_~..:--casts _fairly well.----------------------- ------------- --
A'ction when glazed_~- _____ _ - ________ ___ ___ __ _______________ _______________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Thi.s,_t..ast,__,ritrified-a.nd--St.uck-to-.tha-Clay-sh.elf 
_ at. cone _ !. Q2.L _ ft .ia. _strong... .in. _th.a _gree~w:are...- -but-it.s..-C.Olo.r _makea. _. 
_;~ _Q..f __ ::U,tti~_y..aJJ.l~_aa_pott.eq__cJ.ay:. ___ __ __ ____ __ __ _______________ __ __ _ 
---- ----- - ----------- - ------------------------------------ ---- ------- - - ---
- - -- - --------------------------- ------------------------ - ------ - -- --------
---- - ------------ - --------- -------- -------- ----------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- -
_ ~-.N..o.. _t.eat _ .could,_ ..ha. ...made--- - - - -- - - - - - - --- - - ---- - --- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TesLll Locality ~-O!-SW;i-- Section-ll-Township_J..5_ Range..J.8,_ County ..Elli.a 
Characteristics of deposit_~~lar.ge....de.p.o.sit-on...hill-one_fo.ur.t.h..mil.e_nor:th_ _ 
_ of_S.rnaq_..B.i.~er~---------------------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_"!.-:.b.t:eaks_.d.own. _in_about__ no_ Jninute.s_, ____________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _______________ .2._ % 
Plasticity ~-_highly_pla st.i c .._ _____________________ _______________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticitY--- ------------------------------~6 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ___ __ ___ ___________ __ lL %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___ ___________ _____ 6_ %Cone .04 ______ ___ __ _ 
Fired cone .02 ________ __ _________ ~_%Oone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ________________ ___ _____ -9..9Q.lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___________ ..2......9.5. % ____ cone .02 _________ ___ __ .Q o/o 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________________ -lt_mm 
Action in mold _=~.!U'Jlq_~~-ilLID.Q.ld_. ___ ______ ________________________________ _ 
Action when glazed ~~t.ake.a _glaze_ well.- - - - __ - ______ ________ _____ __ ________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_The_war.aJll:lr.ps-badly_wh.e.n--.rixed,--but--i.a-S-t.:rong-
-~_e_s__this_te.s:t_ll.Belass.-------------------------------------- - ----- ---
-- --------------------------- - - ----------------- - -------- - --------- - ------
----------- - - - ------ -- - -- - - ------------ - ------------------
------ - ---- ----- - -- -------- - ------------------- - --------------- - ----- -
--------------- - --- - - ------- - - ------- - - - - ------------------------
* __ N.9_ j._e_e..t.. _c.o.uld_ .ha .ma.de. - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
20 
TesL..12. Locality .fil'it--o!-S.E¼- Section..23._ Township_l.5... Range..lB._ County El.li.s 
Characteristics of deposiL ... l.arg,&--depo.s-i-t-ex.p.osed-..b.;st-grader ....... ___________ _ _ 
Slaking qualities_"!..-..slakes_ rapi..dl.y:. .. ______________________ ____________ ___ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ l½._% 
Plasticity~~~..li.ttl..a..pla.at.icity_._ ___________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____________________________ _____ 5.0_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 2_o/oRaw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ____ _______ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Qone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ .48.OJbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 ________________ % ____ cone .02 ________________ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____________________ mm 
Action in mold_~l:>.r...eak.s:_in_mo.l.d.._ _______________________ ______ ___________ _ 
* Action when glazed __ ------------------------------- ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ _ 
_ It-_.hraak.a_easi.lf-.in.-tb.e-green.-car-e--atate-a.nd--i-a-v:al.\lel.-e&s- -f..o~-po-t---
_:t_er.y_.__ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ---------- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -
--------------------- - -------- --- - - - - ----------- - ------ - - --------- --
---- - ----------------- -------- - ----------------------------------- - --
---------------- ---- - ---------- - ------------- - --- ---------- - ------- - ------
- - ------------------- - -- - -- - --------------- - ----- ------ -- - -------
* 
__ No t .e st _ could... .he_ ..made .. ______ .. - _ - - -- - - - - - -- - - --- ---- - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - · 
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TesLll Locality.NE;t:-....of.-SE¼- Section..J.O._ Township_15_ RangeJ!L_ County.Elli.s 
Characteristics of d eposi L-!."!.smalL d epo sit._ taken... .f.r.om. _ditch_ at_ ...aid.EL of ___ _ 
~QadJ _______ _______________ _____________________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_:-~s_l.~ee _§J.WJl.t. _i_i:iwedi~:t..e.ly_. ____________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing- mesh No. 80 _________________ 2_ % 
Plasticity_ :-:-Jl_O_~-~~ry_ pl!l._sj;_i_Q_ !_ __________________ _______ ________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________ ________________ 44_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 3_ %Raw ________ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .04-____ ___ _______ ___ ___ %Oone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ________________ ____ _ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _________ __________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ %~lbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 ______ __________ % ____ cone .02 __ ______________ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____________________ mm 
Action in mold_::-P.F~~e in_mold. -----------------------------------------
* Action when glazed _____ ------------- - ---------- ________ ________ _________ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions-A!ter-the-~st-£i-ri,ng-at----eo-ne--•04-thi-B--G-l&y:---
_ w~e-~~ _broken..._ _i-t--i.a._ vaJ neJ ess-£ or pott ecy. - - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - --- -
- ----- - ---------- -------------------------------- - --------------------- ---
------------------------------- -- ---- ---------- - - -------------------
--------------------- ---------- - ---- - -------------------------------------
* ___ .No _ _t_e.s_t_ _could_ .b.a-1llade • - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - T - - --- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -
22 
Test.1.4._ Locality .NE:t--o£-Nmi- Section-l.4-Township_l5_ Range...J.,'l._ County .Ell.i.s 
Characteristics of deposi L ~"!!smalL d eposi t _fouruL.a.'.L _the_ aid.a. .o£. _the_ road.. 
Slaking qualities_-_-..el.akes_ rapidly._ _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _________ ____ __ 3_ % 
Plasticity ~~_s)j.._gllt.l.-y _ pl..as:ti.c.._ ____ ____ _____ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ __________________ _____________ S§_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to -dry ____________________ ____ %Raw ___ ________ ___ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* 
Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Qone .02 _____ ______ _ 
* 
Total shrinkage -------------------% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) --------- -- -------------~lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _____ ___ __ ~_6_._6_2._ % ___ _ cone .02 ______________ 48% 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________________ ___ mm 
Action in mold _ --breaks ln_mgl,d_. __ ______________________ ____ _______ ____ __ _ 
Action when glazed_'!'!_l~ __ c_~-~b~91"bj3-'---j;_.h_e___glaz.e .. L _ _ ____ __ _ __ ______________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions The _green-ware is easily broiten. __ Tb.e tJ:1.Jitis __ 
-~~:~:!~-~-~_crumbles easily. __ It is valuel.ess for ___p_ottery in ..i..t.Q_pure 
state. 
--- - - -- - ---- - ----------------- ---
- -- -------- - - -- - - - ------ - ------ -- -- -- - - - - --- -- - - --- ----- - - ------- - -- -
---------- - --- - -- - ------ - ----------- -- - - ----- - --------- - -- - -------- - - -- - -
------------------- - - - - --- - - ---- - --- - ------------- - - - - --- - - -- - - - ----- -
----------- - - - ------ - -- - -- - --- - ---- - ---- - - - -- - - --------- - --- -
* ___ N..o_ .tfl_t__c.oultL he... .made- .. -_ - _ - _ - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - ___ ____ .. 
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TesL.15_ Locality -~...of. -1iIJlit Section.2..6.._ Township...J..5_ Range_.lJ_ County Ellis 
Characteristics of deposit_-_-...l.arge_d.epg.s.i:t. _axposed...by __ c._ut._tbr.ough_..hill .!. __ _ 
Slaking qualities~~JJJ.g_~Q. _Ql,.Qw..ly_. _____ ____ __ ____ ___ ______________ ________ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___________ ___ __ _a6% 
Plasticity_~~y_e..r.y_J.i.ttle_p.b.sti.city .- ______ _________ ___ ___ ______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________ ___ ____ ___ ___ _____ _______ 46% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______ _______ _____ ____ 5. _ %Raw ____ ____ ___ ___ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _______ __ _____ ___ __ __ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 __________ __________ _ %Cone .02 _____ __ ____ _ 
* Total shrinkage _____ ________ ______ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) _______ _________ ____ ___ 4-5.0.Jbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 ___ ___ __________ % ____ cone .02 _____ ________ ___ % 
* War page. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _____ ____ ______ __ ___ mm 
Action in mold_":'.~g!'~.9.!t_s_~l-!_~11 _c;h_"y.i11_g_. __ ____ ___ __ ____ _____ __ __ __ _____ ______ _ 
Action when glazed _~--- -- - - ---- _____ _____________ ______ ________ ________ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..Thi..s - clEcy-has--Ve.cy- llttle plaeticity. --.'l'he------
coar ee_ m~_eti..al _law.nad. _au_t. _consi..st.a. -0£. 1ossiL .shell .. - -The. sample 
_air-sl aked ~fier_!iring_at_.cone....A4.,-_and- ia- vaJ ueJ ess-i..or--PO-t:tery .. __ 
-- - -- ------ - ---------- --------------------- -- - - ------ - -- - -- - ----- - - - - - --- -
- -- - - - ---- - - - ------------ - - - - - -- - - - - - - ------- -- - - - ----------------- ------ -
----- - - - ------ - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - --- - ------ ---- - ---
- ---- - - - - ---------- - - ----- - - - ------ - --- ---- - --- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -------- - - -- -
* _No_ test co_w.d_b.fL.mada._ ___ _____ _ -- - - - - -- -- - - ----- - --------- - -- ---- - - - · 
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TesL-1.6. Locality ~-0£-Sliit- Section--25._ TownshiP-15- Range.J:l__ CountyElli.e 
Characteristics of deposiL~-uarg.e.. depneit-on...:t.op..-0.f:...hill_norlh.....of._bri.dga. 
SI aking q uali ti es ~-~Q.e.ELno:t_ .slak..e.~~us:t_ he_ _gr.a.und .. _________ ___ __________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ____ ___________ L % 
Plasticity _.!".!"...eJ.ightly plastic--------- - ----·----------------------
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________________ 50 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry ________________________ %Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 __ ________ _ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Oone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _________________ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____________ _______ ___ _ n.3.Q.lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ ___ ].._9_._7_ % ____ cone .02 ________ _____ _ 0_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____ _____________ ~ _mm 
Action in mold_ ~~.cr.a.ck.a...in-mold......- ----- ----- -- __ __ ___ __ ----------- ---- __ _ _ 
Action when glazed_Th.e_..clay._absorhs...:the..-glaze..--- ----- ----- --------------
Remarks and conclusions_Tha_gre~1ar.e_is._easily_hr...oken .. __ T.est_.p.i.e.ces~-
_ ~92.1 _ _!i_~ever 1 _it wans. _t.o o_ IIU.lCh.._tD. _be _of_ .Y.al.u.e. ... - - - - - ____ - _ - - ___ _____ _ 
---- - - - - - -- - - - - - ------------ - - - ------------ - ----------------- - -- ------
- -- - - - ------- ------------------- ------- - - --- - -------------------------
---- - -- ------------ - - --- --
-------------------- - -- -------------- ------ - --------------- -- -------------
-~- N.9_ j...u.t_ _aould....halll8.de. _ .. -- - - .. -- --- --- -- ----------- ---- - - ----- - ----- __ 
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TesL.J:7_ Locality~-0£.-Wlt- Section-22-_ Township_J.5_ Range.16.._ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit---amall-deposit ....in-dit.cll..$._the_sida..of.._t.he ___ _ 
..r.oad•--------------------------------- - ------- -- --------------- --- -- --- --
Slaking qualities_ ~~..slak.es _ ra.pidl¥--~ _____________________ _____________ ____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ . _______________ 2 _ % 
Plasticity _~~Y~--1.ittle_. __________ ________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity------- ------------------------- 48_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _______________ ____ __ %Cone .04- ____ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Oone .02 ____ ______ _ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___ _____ ____ _____ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______ _______________ __ JJ.5_lbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 ______ ___ __ ____ _ % ___ _ cone .02 ________ _____ __ _ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ ______ ____________ mm 
Action in mold_~~.CJ'!l.J:nin....mold., _________________________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_~---------------------------------- - --------------------
Remarks and conclusions.The-test cn1mbled..upon- .c.ooling....a£ter- .bei.ng.--- --
fired t.9 __ ®Jle _ .. o~-_ .I.t.. ..breaks_ in. .th.a _t.est - m.ol.d-.wh.ell- casting. ..and- - - - . 
- -- - ---- - ----- - -------- -- - - - - - ------- - ---- --- - -- ----- - - - - -- ---- ------ -
- --- - - - - - - ---------------- - -- - -- - - ----- - - - --------- - - - ---- - - -- - -- --- - - ---- -
- ------ - ----------------- - - --- - - - --------- -- - -------------- - - --- - - --- -
--- -- -- - --------- ------- -- - --- -- ---------- ------ - - -- -- - -- - -
* __ _ N.o_ .t...e.s..t. _could_ b..e... .ma.de .. ___ __ -· - - ... - - -- - -- - - - ---- - - - - - --- - - - - -- - - - - - __ ___ _ 
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TesL_J.a LocalitY-NW:;:--0!-N'Nf- Section,1.3._ Township_J.5_ Range_-16. CountyEJ..lis 
Characteristics of deposiL~-tlarg.e- deposH~-exposed -h.)L..road_.c.ut_.tru:ough ___ _ 
_hillj ______________________________________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities:-..!'"..d.O.e.s: _not_.slaka..~~ust_ b.a. _gr....mmd ._ _____ ___ _____ _______ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _________________ 2_ % 
Plasticity -~~.v-eq.-1.itt~-- - - ------- - - - -- - - - _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________________ _______ __ 50_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw --------- - -----
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 ___ ___ _____ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____________________ __ .555Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ __ 1.Ct._3_7_ % ___ _ cone .02 _________ __ 3.4 .. 61% 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____ _______ _____ ____ mm 
Action in mold_:':"~.!'~ajts in_mold ·-------------------- __________ __ _____ ____ _ 
Action when glazed_Tha._c!ay__absorha...the..-glaze ... ____ ___ __ __ _____ __ _____ ___ _ 
RemaTks and conclusions.Mlen_fir.eJi_:the.._wa.r_e._is_s.o.ft..._and_cha.J.ky_..an.d_it __ 
_ ~!:'~~~-_in the_ test mol_d. __ It_ is_ _vJU.11.el.ess_ a.a .a ..p.a:t tery _ ..cl.ey_ .... ____ __ _ . 
------- - - -- -- - ------------ - ---------- - --------------------------------
------ ----- - - ---- - -- - --- - ----- - -- - - - ------- - - - -- --- -- -- - - - ----- - - -- - - - - - - -
--- - - - - - ---- - --- - - ----- - -- - -- - -- - - ----- - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -------- -- -- - - - -- -
-- - ---------------- - - ----- - - -- - - - - --- - - -- - -------- - ------- -·-- - --- - - --
------ - -- - - ----------- - -- - ---- - - - - ----- - - - -- - -------- - - ----- - - ---- - - - -
-~- N_o _  .:t,aat_ _c.oulcL ha lllade• - --- --- - - --- --- - -- - - ---- -- - -- - --- - - --- - - - - - - -- · 
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TesLli Locality -5Ei--O.f_5E¼_ Section _ _l,._ Township_].5_ Range_..J..6_ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL-:..~alL depasi t._expos.e.d.....hy.._grader .. _____________ _ 
Slaking qualities_~li!la~@!Lr.api.ily_~-------- - ------------------------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. so ___ ________ _sand._5_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~y_g,.r.y_ -1ittle, __________________________ _____________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________________________ _ 44_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ _a_ %Raw ---------------
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) -----------------------2!1'0-lbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 ________ __ ______ % ____ cone .02 ________________ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____ ________________ mm 
Action in mold_-cracks in.Jllold .. _______________ __ ____ __ __ ________________ _ 
* · Action when glazed ______ ------------------ --------- ______ __ ________ __ _____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.Thi.s._clay sJ ekes ~-being.-.f.JZed-at-.ccne-...o4-.. 
---- ---- - --------- ---· -- - - --------------------------------------- - ---
- ----------- - --- - - ----------- ------- -- -- -------- - - -- - --------------- -
---- - -- - -- - -- ------------ - --- - - ----------- ·----- ---------- --- --
--- - ------------- -- - --------------------------- - --- - - --- ------
-------------------------- - ------ ---------------- - ------------
-~ _No _ te.st. _ _c..aul.d -be- made+- - - - - -- - --- - - - - - - -- - - ------ - - - - -- - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - -
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TesL.20. Locality-NE;l.-o!-Nli:¼- Section--34_ Township_14,.... Range.J.6__ CountyEJ.J.i.s 
Characteristics of deposiL~~1iein....one....£.o.ot-thi.ck....expo.sed_by grader ... ______ _ 
------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --
Slaking qualities __ -_-..breaks_ dmi1L..sl.awly .. _______________________________ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _______________ 3_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~..slightly_ pl.as:t.i.c. ... ___________ -·-____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ __ __________ __ _____ ___ _ 50_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 6 _o/o Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 ____ ____ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 1.o.5..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- ___ __ __ __ J.9_.J3_S_ % ____ cone .02 ________ __ ..l,.9."'Z8% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal} at cone .02 ___________________ ~mm 
Action in mold_~br.a.ak.s...in_mold..------------- - ------- ------ --------- - -----
Action when glazed_Th.e_..clay....absor.b.s.....tha-gl.aze ... __ ________________ _____ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Tbis_is_a...light._~_sh~..lik.e....format.ion...rat.h~ 
_l;?Q1;1;.§l.ry. - - -- - - -- - -- - - ----- ---- -- --- - - ·-- - --- - ------ - - - - ---- ------ - - - - -- -- -
----------- - - -- -- ------------ -- - ------- - -- - ---- -- -------------------- - ---·-
---------------------------- - --- - ---- ---- ---- --- - - --- - ----------
------------------------ - --- - - ------ -------------------------------- - --
* ___ N.o_ .t.ast. _c,ould- be.. .rna<U, .. - - - - - ·- -··· - - - --- - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
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Test__2....l. Locality .NW¼_of_SVf¼_ Section_l.4_ Township_U,_ Range_-1.6. County Elli.a 
Characteristics of deposiL~~tbr.e.e_J.:_Q_Q'.t__·nill._§lCl)QSEld. 'by_grader in _cut ____ _ 
_ thrD.u.gh..-fmlS.ll_hill....... ___ _____________ ___ ___ ___ __ __________ ___ _______ __ __ _ 
Slaking qualities_-_-...br.eaks-down....rapidly .. __ ______ __ ____ _____ ___ ____ ______ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ . _______________ 5_ % 
Plasticity ~~.YJU::i.. _plasti..c.,._ _________________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___________ ___________ ___________ 4i_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _________ __ ________ _l.2½-%Raw ---------------
* Fired cone .04 _________ ____________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 __________ ___________ %Cone .02 __ __ __ _____ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ __ __ ____ ____________ l2~lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___ ___ _____ J__9_._~ % __ __ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
War page. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 _____ ____ _______ _ -*._mm 
Action in mold_~~:b.r.e11.lc.Jt...i.n _te.s:t_mol.d. .. __ ____ ___________ _____ __ __ ___ ____ __ _ 
* Action when glazed ________ ___ _______________ _____ ___ __ _____ ___ ____ _____ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_t?!~-i~!d,_,p_i_ElQe._b~Q.ke._io_the..JU.Qld~ __ Th.e...._cl.ay: ___ _ 
_ t9r_pJ)j;__t_en~- --- ---------------------------- - --- - ---------- --- - -------- -
--------------- ----- - --------------- ---------------- - - ----- ----------
-- - - -------- - --- - - - - -- - ---- - - -------- -- - --- - --------------·-- ------ - -
- -------- ----- - - --- - -------- - ---------------- - - ------ - ------------------- -
------- - -- - --- - ----- - -------------------------- - - - - --- ----- -- - ------------
-~- N.o_j;_eat __ could-ba-.made. - - - - -- -- - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
30 
TesL22... LocalityNWt-_..of_.filij:_ Section.35.._ Township..l.3._ Range_l.6_ Countylj;ll.i§ 
Characteristics of deposit~.!".largELdep.o.si:t..._(U,pQHd_by cut through s~~-- -
hill. ______________________________ ____ __ __ ___ ___ _____ __ ___________ ___ __ _ 
Slaking qualities_ -hr..eaka-down-r.apidLy:.~ ___ ___ ____________ __ ___ _____ _____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ ...2.Q % 
Plasticity_~eonot... ~ -Plasti.c...... ___________ ____ ____________ ____ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity______ __ __ ______________________52% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry- - ----------------------%Raw __ ____________ _ 
* F ired cone .04 ___ ___ _____ ________ __ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* F ired cone .02 ___ ___ ______ _________ %0one .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _____ __ ____________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 825_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ li~0.5_% ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizont al) at cone .02 ____ ____ __ ___ ___ __ ! _mm 
Action in mold_-breaks in mold. _____________ ____ ____ ___ __ _______________ _ 
Action when glazed_~~takaa._glaz.e _weJ.L_ _______________ . __ __________ ___ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_.l'hi.s_clay_.ia_qui:t_e._hi.gb_in...._sarui_content_. __ _Toe _ 
_ test .s_ br..oka _in_ the-mold. ..and- cou.ld-.no:t. -be-remov-ed-.- - -I. t-vitr.ified ...at - . 
-~:nd _i.e_.t.rui...dar.k_when...£.ir.ed .. _ -It-.i..s. -of. .. littl.a.-¥alue-as-a...p..ot..t.ecy ____ _ 
_ Qlay , ____ __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - -- - - - -- - - - - - -· -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - -
------ - --------------- - - --------------- - - --- - ---- - - --------------------
_* _No test could_];)~_ made._ ___ ______ ____ --------------- - --- - --------- - - - - -- . 
31 
TesL.23... LocalityN:E¾--O.£...sE¼- Section_..l.Q Township-1.3_ Range_ ..16.. CountyElli.B 
Characteristics of deposiL--~ll depoai t.._expo.s.e.d_~_g:r.ad~r • _____________ _ 
Slaking qualities~_.....sJ.a.kes-rapidJ y. 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _ __ __ _________ 3½_% 
Plasticity !!"~.slight.J.y:-pla st i c. 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ ___ ____________________ 46_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ J.2%Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Qone .02 __ _________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _______________ __ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____ ___ _____ ___________ .6.9.0..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ _______ fr~~_6_ % ____ cone .02 __________ J,.~3l_ % 
War page. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ___ _______ _________ ~mm 
Action in rnold _~br_aaks__in _mol.d... ____ ____ ______ _____ ____ __________ ___ _____ _ 
Act ion when glazed_'I'wJL_gla..z.e_wel.L_ ______ __ ___ ________ ____________ ____ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_'l;'..b.1Lwar.e~i.s..-~ery: _dense _a:t_.cona_~a2 ,._hol\'..eY_er.,_ __ _ 
--- - ---- - ---------- - -------------- ------- - - ---------------------- ---· - - - -
------------------ - --- -- - --- - --- --------------------- - -------- -
----- - -- ---------------- - ----------- - -------- ----------- - --------------- - -
------------------- - - - -- --- - - -- - ---- - ---------- - -- - ----- ---- ------
------------------ - ------------------ -- ----------- - - -- -------
* ___ l{o_ .:t..as.t. _could- .he. ..made. - - - -- -- -· - - --· - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
32 
TesL.2&. Locality.NE4:_af_NW¼_ Section_--2._ Township_l3._ Range_ J..6. CountyElliJ3 
Characteristics of deposiL~~argfLd.ep.o.si.t._orLw~.st ei..de _of_ small stream. __ 
-------------------------------------- - - -------- - ---------- - --------------
Slaking qualities..:-~~:t~~ ~-Q..9:!IA -~iQ_l!lY ______________ ____ ________________ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse mater ial not passing mesh No. 80_. _______________ 2_ % 
Plasticity ~~_quit.a _plastic.._ ________________ ______________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ ________ _______________________ 48_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _________ ____ ________ _J_3%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04- _____ _____________ _ 6%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 __ _______ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ ____ ___ ___ ___________ _ 1_80..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- __________ J__._8.5. % ____ cone .02 ___ _______ ____ 0_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 _________ ________ __ ~mm 
Action in mold _ ?!'~br.e.ak.a-in-mol.d ....... ---- - -------- - - - - --- ----- - ------- ------- -
Act ion when glazed_ Takea...glaz.e-well.- - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ ____ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions ..This_aampl..e......of..-1i.ght-blu.a.shal..e.-bec.ome.s.....a...dark-
tes~_~,.?)._4_~ ------------------------ - ------------------------ -- ---- --------
--------------------- -- - --- ---- ------------ - ----
----------------------------- -------- - -- - ---------- ------ - ----------------
- ------------------------------------------------- - ------- ---------------- -
- ~ _N.a._ .t..e.st. _qQ.Uld_bfL JDade..._ ____ - - .. __ .. -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - ___ . 
33 
TesL..2.5. Locality .NF4-....o£_5E¾·_ Section..2.5._ Township_l2_ Range_ .16. County Ellis 
Characteristics of deposiL~~ound_in..xein_under_.arum_t__twQ_fi'..e.:li __ Q_{__'t_Qp ___ _ 
_ eoil_in.....a..Jiitcb_a:t_.:ttlui _aide_of_ t .he_road., ________ _______________ ____ __ _ 
Slaking qualitieS.!"..'!"'..br.eaks-d.own-..sl.owly. ___________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ___ __________ 5½- % 
Plasticity -.!"~..quit.a _plaati..c....-- ___ __________ ·-__ ____________ ______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ _____________ __________________ 42_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ________ ___ ___________ \L %Raw ________ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .04 __ __ _________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _______ ______________ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage-- - ----------------% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) --- -------- ___________ l.0.5..0..Ibs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ____ ___ __ J__p_._~ % ___ _ cone .02 __________ ____ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _____ ___ ___ ________ ~mm 
Action in mold _ ~~br.eaka_.inJDold...-- --- - ------- - - - -- - ---- - - ------------ ____ _ 
Action when glazed- ~=:ta.kJul_glaze_w.e.1.L.,_ ____ ____ ___ ___ ____ _______ _________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_The_tes:t_hrok.e._in._t.he_m.ol.d, __ .Th.e_ware_Yitri fi "'Id 
-~~-~~_!le _.02. __ The fault _oCbr..e.aking._in_the_mol.d....makes_thi.s...~- - -- · 
val~~~ess. ______ ___________________ ____ _________ _________ ________ _____ _ 
------- --- - ---- -- - - ------------------- - ----- --- --- - - - - - - - -------- ------
-- - -------- - - -- - --------- -- -------- --------- - -- -------- ------------ ----- - -
- - - -- - -- ---------- - - ----- -- - - - -- - -------- - ----- - ----- - - -- - - ---
--------- - --- - - - ------- - ---------------- - - - ------------ - --- ---------
_ _N.o _ _t_aa..t. _could- .he.. .made .. -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -
34 
Test__?_§_ Locality~Wi.-Q..t.J·lV'l¼_ Section_..l_4. Township_l2_ Range_.lfi_ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit.:-_~l~!~!.1~:l,l,_g_§p_!>_sj.j; __ Q.~PQ~~g. _ _p_y __ c:Blt._thr.911.g__h __ ~~U-- . 
hill. ---- ----- ---------------------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_ ~~.br .. eak.tLdown....r.api.dl.y. .. __ ______ _______ _______________ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ _ '1½% 
Plasticity_ ~~.qui:t..e.. ..plastic ... ________________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________________________________ 44% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ________ __ ___________ _lQ_ %Raw ----- -------- - -
Fired cone .04 ___________________ ...l. %Cone .04 ___ ________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ .J._ %0one .02 ___ ________ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ J.2.% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ ___ _____ ___ __________ 8'ZO_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04---- - - ----~~ ~J_§_ % ___ _ cone .02 ____________ ___ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ___ ______ _________ J_mm 
Action in mold __ -:-:~ra.cb_.in...mol.d. ___ ----------- ______ ____ ____ ___ ____ ______ _ 
Action when glazed_-:-:t.Q.k§.s _ _ghu.e._well .. ________ __ .. .. ______ __ ______ __ ____ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions'J'm._s __ t.Q.~t._Yi:trif.i.e.s.....a..t. _c.one_ .. 0.2.....a.nd...is_str.on&--
-~~a~ _f~r_making__12ot~~l'Y ---- - ---------------- - -- - ------------- - ---------
---- - - -- - -- - ------ - ---------- - -- -- - - ------ - --- - - --- --- · -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - --- - -
----- - --- ----- - - - -- -- - - -------- - - - - --- --------- --- - - ------ - -- --- -- - -- -- - - - -
----- - --- -- --- - - - ---- - ---------- -------- - - -- ------ - - ------ --- - - - -- ------
- - ------ - --- - - -- - -- - - -- - ----- -- - --- -- ---- - - - ------ -- - -- -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -
---------- - - --- - - ----- - -- - - - - - · - - - ------ -- - - -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - -- - - - ----- - - --
35 
Test..2.1 __ Locality .5W;:._af JIIW-}_ Section..3.4,_ Township_lL Range _..16. CountyEl.lis 
Characteristics of deposiL~"!:'llein_J.Wd.ar.._one_fo.0:l;_..of.._t.o.p._aoil., _________ ____ _ 
Slaking qualities~-~~l~~~~L ~J__wJ,_y_L _____ ___ ______ _____ __________ ____ ______ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ___ ____________ 5_ % 
Plasticity -~~_mii.t_fi _pla.et~- ____________________ _____ __________ _ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _______________________ ______ ___ _44_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________ __________ Jl%Raw ---------------
Fired cone .04 ____________________ i %Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
Fired cone .02 ____________________ ~%Oone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) - ----------------------66.0...lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ___ ___ 1_6_._5_7_ % _ ___ cone .02 _________ _ J..0. .. 81 % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 __ ___ ___ ___ _______ .lmm 
Action in mold - ~~1>.r~!!Jt_e_J,.I!_mQld~------------- - -------- - -------- -----------
Action when glazed_Th~-..9~.Y- -~Q@Qrl>~_j;}l_e _ _gla,ie _!_ _ _ _______ _____ ___ _ _______ _ 
Remarks and conc1usions_The._surfa.c..e.......of__thi.s. _clay-is-.xo.u.gh-and coarse 
and_ is flaked with_ _tm_l\J__l_ _whit .fLs.p_eJ:ka._ _ ....It - is- -S'.txong -in-gr.e.en..-..ware, . 
but_ its l_i_ght _ brown ...col_Q.~_i s und e sire.bl e .. ___ - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
---- - -------- ---- - --------- - -- - -- -- - -- - ---------- --------- - -----
- - ----------------- - ---- - - --------------- -------------- ---------- ---------
- --- - ------------------------------------------ ------ - -------- - --------
---------------------- ------- - - ----------------------- -- -- ------- -------
----------------------------------- - · -- - --- - - ------ - -- - -- ----- - -----------
36 
TesL.2.8- Localityl'JEt-...af.Ji.E;-_ Section_-25_ Township--1.L Range_.16_ CountyElli.s 
Characteristics of deposit~_-J.ar.ge_dep.o..si:t_ _o.n_top_.0£_.hill.L ________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ _(lQWD_JJ.l_oJ'l:L¥ ______________________ ____________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ 8_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~,9!,lj.j;_~ ~.l.~~-U~-'--- __________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plast icity--- -------- - -- ------------------ 44_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ ..l.2%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ____________________ 3%Cone .04- __________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ____ ___ _____________ _ %Cone .02 __ _________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ ___________________ _ 945_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _____ ______ p-'_5,8_ % ____ cone .02 ___ ___________ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________ ___ ______ !_mm 
Action in mold_~reaks in mold. ____ __________ ___________________ ___ _____ _ 
Action when gfazed_ ~~take.a _glaze_ w.el.L_ - -- __ _________________________ ___ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ 'I'his _clay_.Yi...t.r.ifie.a._at _cone __ ....Q.2.,__breaka_in__the 
test_mold, and_is_ too dark _!gr .a_~Qd._p.otte.ry _ _clay...__ ____ ___ ______ ___ _ 
--------- - ------------ ---------------------------- -- --- - - - --- - ---- -· -- - --
- ----------- ---- - - - ----------------- -- ---------------- - - -----------------
------ --- - -------- ---------- - --------------- ----- - ----- - --------------
---------------- - --------------------- - ----- ----------- - ---- ---- - --------- -
------ ------------------ ---- - -- - - ---- ---- --- - ----------- ----------
-~ _N.o_.:t..aat_ _c.auld- he..-lllade. ._ - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - --- -· -- --- - -- -
37 
TesL.2..9- Locality~ -Of.-NE¼- Section_li Township_n_ Range_ J.6- CountyEll.is 
Charact er istics of deposit~_-tl.arge_de.po..si:t__on _north..-Bid.e._of _r.oad_..in_drai n~ 
..age_dit~h..~ - ---------- ------ - ---- - - ----- --- - -- -- - - - ---- -------------- - ---
Slaking qualities _~~..b~e.e,ks_down....sl..~JL __ _____ _______ _____ ______ _____ __ _ _ 
P er cent of coar se material not passing mesh No. 80_. _______ _______ ...8½% 
Plasticity _'!!~Y.sry _ _pl.astic .. ____________ __ ___ _____ _____ ___ ____ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticit y _______ __ ____ ___ ______ ______ __ ___ 42% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ ...l4%Raw ____________ __ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________ ___ __ ___ %Cone .04 _____ __ ____ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ______________ _______ %Oone .02 ______ ___ __ _ 
* Tot al shrinkage __ _________________ % 
Dry st r ength (pounds per square inch) _____ __ ___ __ _____ ______ 87O_lbs. 
Absorpt ion. cone .04 ___ __ ____ __ ~_/7~-% ____ cone .02 ____ ___ ___ __ __ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izont al) at cone .02 __ _____ _______ ____ ~_mm 
Action in mold _ ~~'br.e.aka..in_mald .. ____ _____ ______ ____ ___ __ ___ __ __ ____ ______ _ 
Act ion when glazed _ ~~ake.a.__glaz.e_welL ___ __ ___ -- -- ___ ___ ___ _____ ___ ___ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.',l~..l1ie. _sawpl..e_.i.s.. _v_e:r.:J_ _btittl.e_.in._the._gre.en..-.wru:e. __ 
state_ and breaks_ too easi~. __ It_ vi:t..T...il'_i_es_at3..0.n.EL ... 02,._and..._i_a_ _t.QQ_ . 
_<!~! -~~- u s e a s _pottery cla_y • ___ __ ______ ______ __ _____ ___ __ __ ___ ____ __ __ _ 
-- - - - --- -- - - ------------ - ----- --- - - -- --- ------- - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- -
- --- - - --- - --- - -- - - - ----- - --- - - - - -- - --- - --- - -- - - -- - ----- - --- - ------------
- ---- - ----- - - -- -- - -- - ----- - - - ----- - - - -- - - - -- - - - ------------ - - - -
- - - ---- - - - --- - ------- - ----------- -- ---- - --------- - - ---- - --- - ----- -- - ---
* _ __ _ :t,19_ j;_e_a_t_ _c..o_uld_ b.a mad.a ... __ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ . 
38 
TesL.3.0. Locality -.sEf-....o!.-SW¼- Section.JZ_ Township_lL Range_li County Ellis 
Characteristics of deposiL"!..-..large depasi t.. _on_ tDp_ .of_ .hill_ exp..on.d.J~~ ____ _ . 
....graderJ __________________ ____________ ___________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities~~b-~~ke_down...J'.api.dly. ___ __________ __ ________ ___ ________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ .. ____________ ..l'L % 
Plasticity -~ed ium pla..s:t~ ... ___________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ______________________________ ___ 44_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ _a_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ______ ________ ____ _1_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Oone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ______________ _____ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 6.30.lbs. 
Absorpt ion. cone .04 __ ____ __ __ l.3J..42.. % ____ cone .02 ___ ___________ Q_ % 
·warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at cone .02 _____________ ______ ~mm 
Action in mold_~-breaks in mold. ______________ ____ ___________ ____________ _ 
Action when glazed_'!'!_l~ __ c_l_q__,;~~Q!"PJ:J_j;_l!_~_m;~~---------- ----- ------------
Remarks and conclusions-~1!~~ - ~i~y _ _yj.j;_Ij,_ti_~~ -@.~_~QP.~- -·-Q.~!.. - -!~~-fil"-8_~1'!.~---
-~~~-~!i- strong,_but brittle. __ It is too_dark to be_used . ___ _________ . 
------ - --- - ---------- - ------------ - - -------- ---- - -------------- --
----------- - - - --- -- -- - - ---- ----------- - ------- ------ -------- - ------ --- -
- - - - ------ - ------------------ ------- - - - ---------------- - ----------------- -
- -------------------- --- - ------- - -------- - - -------- - ------- - ----------
----- -------------------------- -------------- - -- - --- ------------- - - - --
* __ _ N.o_ .:lois.t. _could.. ha .made. .. _ - _ - _ -- - - _ - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ---- ___ .. __ . 
39 
TesL.3.:L Locality .NV~_o£_SW¾- Section_...5._ Township_l2_ Range_ ..l.'l.. County EJJ.i.JI 
Characteristics of deposiL~~arg.e deposjt_~~vein...ab..o..u.t. t.bree feet thic~---
_@d~r_iXQ._{eet_Qf_.t..QP-_aoil~-~------------ ---- ----- -- --- ----- --- ---- --- -
Slaking qualities __ -:-:Q.:r~ak§_ d__QWJ.'l_~~idly..L ______ __ _____ ____ __ __ ______ _____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _______________ 5_ % 
Plasticity-.:~~..M::1-.J.ittk..pla.s..tioity_. ______ _______ _ ~-- ------ - --- -
Per cent of water of plasticity-- --------·------------ - ----------48_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 7__ %Raw ___ ____ ______ ___ _ 
Fired cone .04- ___________ _______ 5_ %Cone .OtL ___ _________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ______________ _______ %Gone .02 ____ ____ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
- - - ·-,:-, 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________ __ _____ __ .3A.0Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _______________ ~ % ____ cone .02 ______ ________ ~_% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .0 - ------- - -- - ------~ - mm 
Action in mold_ cracks in mold. ___ ____________ ________ __ ___________ ___ ___ _ _ 
Action when glazed _~---- - --- ______________________ _______________ ____ _____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..The_aampl.a...ai.r'!!'!slaked-af:te.r_..fiting-at......c.ona_~Q4 .. 
_ !-; -~.r.MJD"bl.ed _ ea.sily-,.....anLwaa_ .not.. _go.od. _£or pott ery.-cla.y ... - - ----- - - - -- -- . 
--- -- - -- - - -- -- - - --------- - - - --- - - ------- ------ - -- - ------------- --------- - -
- -- - ------------------------------ ------------ -·------ ---- - ---------- - -----
---------------------------------- --- - - ------- - - -- -- ----- ------ ----·----- --
- ~ _l{o_ .t..e.e.Loould..he.. ..made• ----- - -- - - - ---- - ---- - ----------------- -------- -
40 
TesL3.2- LocalitY-NW;f---0£..-N-W¼ Section_-2- _ TownshiP--l2 Range_l-8- CountYEllia 
Characteristics of deposit~~e-d.eposit-...ex.posed.-.b¥--grader. ___ ___ _______ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~b.r..aaks. _down_ .repi dJ y-. __ _______ __ ______ ___ _______ ___ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ _a_ o/o 
Plasticity_ ~~not_ Y.£Jry._ _plastic., ___________ ______ ___________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _____ _____ ____ ____ __ _____ _______ __ _ 4_6_ _ % 
SHRINKAGE CO DOR 
Slip to dry ______ ____ ___________ _ -6..%Raw __ _____ _____ __ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ ..2_ %Cone .04 ____ _______ _ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______________ ______ 4. %Cone . 2 __ __ ____ ___ _ 
Total shrinkage _______ _________ _1-Q% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _________ __ ___ _____ ____ J'lQ_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ______ ___ _ 1~~7.'!_ % ____ cone .02 _________ _?§_._8_'L % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .0 - - ----------------~-mm 
Action in mold_~~aasts_.f.airl.J._well ... _ -- ----- - -- - - ______ _______________ ___ _ _ 
Action when glazed_'l'.he_ olay_.ahs.o.rbs_tha.._gl.a.z.e. .. _______ ___ ___ _________ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_ .'J.'.hi.J:t_alay_i.s_.t..oD_..aof..t.1or_p.ot.t..ecy.L __ It_.cnunh~ -
_l:_e e _ easily in the _g~~ll~...l:IJ:.Q.,_ _Q.nd_truLi.u:e.d _war.e_ .i.JL_.s.oft _and.......ahalky. 
- - - ----- - -- - --------- -------------- ---- ---- - - -- ----
---- - ------------------------ -
--- - ------------------- - ---- - ------ - ----------- - -- - -- ----- - ------------- --
- --- - - -- - ----- - - -- - - ------------------ ---- --------------------~- - - - --------
_1'.:_ JI Q _ t ~_st _ _cmud _be_mad.e.-- _ --_ - -- - __ ---- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - _______ _ 
41 
TesL ..3.3. Locality ..IDY::i:-aL NE¼:- Section-13_ Township_.ll_ Range..l.8_ County .Ellis 
Characteristics of deposiL~~l~r~_..de.p.Q.~it_d.OJ3JttQ._etream. _______________ _ 
-------------------------------------------- - -------- - -- - ---- - --------- - --
Slaking qualities __ :_~~~~~~-Ao~_l!~QW~Y~ ·-- - ---- - --- - - - ------- - - - - - ---- - ---
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ·- - ----- -- ----19-% 
Plasticity_ ~-~"l.8.cy-Pla.s.ti.c.. .... 
Per cent of water of plasticity _______ ____ ___ ______ ______ ___ ____ 5.0 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ ll_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04- _____________ _____ 8_%Cone .04 ___ ________ _ 
Fired cone .02 __ _________________ !,_ %Cone .02 __________ _ _ 
Total shrinkage ----------------~9-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ------------- -------- - -..6.Z.5..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ____ ___ .l...fil.. % ____ cone .02 ______________ 0_ % 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ________ ____ __ __ _ ..l. _mm 
Action in mold--caets well. ____ _______ ______ __ _______ __ ________________ __ _ 
Action when glazed_.:-~.:t-~E!Lgl-~~.!3_.Y{.e_ll!. _________ _____ _________ ___ ____ __ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_'!'.l_!~_!_l~_g!1__~l!.tl.~~g~_~g._.9~~-qQl,Q!'_Pf _j;_l!.l~_Ql,~y _ 
_ !:1:L!t~ __ it undesirable for_ use as a ..E_ottery clay,_ however., the _green- . 
_"!~r! is very_hard and_dura.ble. ____ __ _____ ___ __________ __________ _____ _ 
--- - --- - ----- ------------ - - - -- --- --- - - ------- -- ---- - --------- - ---- - -
- - - - ------ - - - ------------ - ------ --- - ----- - -- - ---- - ---- -- - - - ------- - - -- - ---
-------- - ------- - - - -----------------------------
----------- - ---------- -------- - --- -- -- - - - - -- - - - --- ----- -
·----------- - - --- ------------- ------ ------ - ---- - -------- - -
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TesLJ.4_ LocalitYSW"t--Of_-SE¼- Section_.a__ Township_..l.l Range_ l.a CountyElli.e 
Characteristics of deposit~..!9.1.axge _dep.osit_ ....exposed_ b.y_ .gn_d.Qr. ____ __ _______ _ 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_!"~.hr..eaks_down....r..api_d,JJ.!. __________ ___ ___ ____ ___________ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80__ _____________g _ % 
Plasticity_ ~!!!'Y._eey_ _plasti.c...- ______ ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ______ _____ ______________________ 50_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________________ -12,_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ fL %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ Q_%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ iQ_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ ______ ____ __________ §.9.9_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ___ _____ _ •?-~ % ____ cone .02 _____________ Q __ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ______________ ____ _ ~mm 
Action in mold _ ::~~_sy_l!__'!~!!~- ------------- ___ ____ ____ _________ __________ _ _ 
Action when glazed_~~:t.akaa._glaze_:w..en..__ __________ __________ _______ ____ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_This_war.a.is....hard_and_dur.abJ..a._b.ut_the... .dark._col~ 
_or and hi_gl.L §b.r~e ..lee sen.. .it.a.. .nu..ue _f' or pottery . making_L _rt_ Yit~. 
_r~fj..~-~ at_cone_ .04-·V.Q~y_har.d._gx:ae.n~arB~-----------------------------
---- - - - - - --- - -- - ------ - --------- --------·------ - ------------ - ----------
- - --- - --- - --- - -- - ------------ ------------------------ - ------------- - ------
- ------------- - - - - ---------- - - ----- - -------------- ------- - -·--- ------
--- --- - --- - ------ - - - - -------------------- - ----- - -- - -- - - --- - - --- - --- - - - - ---
------- - ------ ----- - ---- ------------- - - - - · ---------- ·------------- - -- - -
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TesL.3.5_ Localitytmi-..af.JilW¾_ Section_.22c_ Township....ll_ Range_~_ CountyElli§ 
Characteristics of deposit~~..l.a...x:ge_dep.o.s.i..t__Q!_ewdy clay e~osed b_y _g_~~g~r . 
------------------------- - ----- - -------------------- ---------- - ---- - - ---- -
Slaking qualities_~~.lmeaks_down j roroedi 11te1y_. ______ ____ __ ____ ______ _____ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ _______ ______ ..2__ % 
Plasticity_ !!'~not.. _ye.cy _plastic..... ______ ___ __ ______________ ________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________ _______ ....3..4_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _______________ ______%Cone .04 __ ___ _____ _ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________%Cone .02 __ ______ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ______________ _____ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____ ____ __ _____________ 6QO_Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ __ 20,.2.2_ % ____ cone .02 _______ __ ______ Q% 
War page. (in mm from horizQ11ta1) at cone .02 _____ ____ _____ ___ _ ~_mm 
Action in mold_~~~racks in mold. ____ _______ _____ __ __ ___ ________ _____ __ __ _ _ 
Act ion when glazed_~~~~~~ _ _g_l:_(:!~~ -~~J_J._. _________ ________________ _____ __ ___ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.Tha_sampl_e_.v.it.rlf..ied..at-cona......0.4.,- -crumbl.e.s....ea.a~ 
Its_ colori.1LQ. _dull...dark._green.. __ ____ __ __ ___ ---- - ---------- ------------
------ - - --- - -- -------- ---- - - --------------------------------- -------- -
---------- - --- - -------------------- - ----------------- - --------- - --- --- -
- - ----- -- - --- - - - -- - --------------------------------------------- - - -- -- -- ------
--- - - - ---- - -- - - ------------- - ---- ---------- ------- ------- -------------
-~ --N.o_t..e.e:t.. _could- b.e.. made. .. ----- - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - --- - - ---- - - -- - - - - ----- - - - - ---
44 
TesLJ.6_ LocalityNE¾._Qf.JIW¼_ Sectio11-.ll. Township_l.2_ Range_l..9_ Countytl.U_e 
Characteristics of deposit -~~mall_depgsit on_top_ of hill_by_ windil!& ~Q'!Q._• 
Slaking qualities_ .!!"'.!'"..bre.ak.s-down... .r.a.pidly •- __ ___________ _______________ ___ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_, ----------- - - -40% 
Plasticity --medium pluti~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -------
Per cent of water of plasticity ______________ ___ ________________ 48% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ •L %Raw ____ __________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ Q_ %Cone .04 _____ ______ _ 
* Fired· cone .02 _____________________ %Oone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________________ -495_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___ ______ ____ 5.0_ % ____ cone .02 ________ _ ..sia_'l.5._ % 
·warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at cone .02 __ ______ _____ _____ ~_mm 
Action in mold --breaks in mold. __ ___ ________ ___ __ ____ ___________ ______ __ _ 
Action when glazed_The_ .clay_ ..ab.aorbs_tha _gla.z.e .. _ --· ___ __ __ _________ _____ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..l'h.e._ware_ia..s.o.t.t. ..and.._p.orous~~.no..t.__atrong__.and. ___ _ 
dense_ en0Ji_g}!__~Qr_p9:t;j;_e_cy__making_, __ I:t.___cr..wnbles eaaily e.nd_i.a_.no:t_ ____ _ 
plastic eno~ for u~e_. _________________ ______ ____________ ___ _______ __ _ 
------ - -- - ------ - -- - - - - -- - --- - -- -------- - -- - - - - --- - -- - - --- - - - - - - --- ---
- - - - --- -- - ----- -- - --- - - - - - - --- - - -- ---------- - -------------- - ----- - ------
- - - -- --------------------- - ---- - - --------- - --- -- - - - - --- - ------------ ----- --
- ---- - - - - ---- -------- ---------------------- --- - ---- - --- ----- - - ---- - ---- - --
-~ -No_ :t.as.t.. ...could-be-made-.--- - - -· - - -- - - -- - -- - -------- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- . 
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TesL.3.7_ Locality.1'JW4:._of:_SW¼- Section..2.5.. _ Township-12- Range_J..9.. CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit_~-!smalLY.ai.n....under_tw.o...f..e.at.._Qf_t op_.aoil. _.!r om __ _ 
_ 4it9b_!l-j; __ s.tde_Qf_r..o..ad.~ - ----- - ------ - ---- - --- -- - --- - -- - - -- - --- - · ______ _ _ 
Slaking qualities..:-~b_;t:_(!~!lJ _ d!>¥f1t _i:.tm_ld.ly .! ___ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ ____ ______ _ _ _ 
P er cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ___ __________ -42 _ % 
Plasticity_~~..e.q.-l.ittle.+- -------------- -- - - - - - --- - - -- - - ------ - - -
Per cent of water of plasticity _______ ___ ___ ___ ______ ___ ____ ____ 34_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry __ ___ ___ ____ _____ ______ _ %Raw ___________ ___ _ 
* Fired cone .04 __ ____ __ ____ ___ ______ %Cone .04 __________ _ _ 
* F ired cone .02 ____ ____ ___ _____ _____ %Cone .02 ______ _____ _ 
* Tot al shrinkage ______ __________ ___ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) --- - --- - ---------------~lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ______ _ 38~.8..5 __ % __ _ _ cone .02 ______ ___ ..2.6.. ... 04_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizont al ) at cone .02 _____ ____ ____ ___ __ !1"_mm 
Action in mold_:: ~!'!l~~-~Al! _~Qig..!_ - - - - ------- -- -- _____ __ ____ __ _______ _____ _ 
Action when glazed_Th.e _ _a.lay_ _absorb.s.....tha_g].aze .. ____ _____ __ ___ __ _____ ______ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..'rhe._war.e_.cr.umb.les.._easily_af.t..e.r. Jieing_ f.ir..a.d.....and_ 
not enou_g_l!_ ~~~~.9j.j;y __ ~Q. _@§k~_jj; __ q_s_e,.ble .L ____ ______ ____ ______ __ ______ _ 
- - · - --- - f 
------ - ----------------- - - ----- - - --- - -- - ---------------- --- -------- -------
-- - - - - ---------- - --- - -- -- - --- - - -- - - ----- - - --- ------ - -- -- - - - -----
---- -- ----- - ----- - - --------------------- ------------ - -- - ----- -- -- - --· -- - --
- ------- ------ ---- - ---- -- - - -- - - ----------- ----- - --- - - ---------- ·--- --------
_ ~-Ng_ t.e.s..t.. _could_ he... .made. .. _  - __ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - __ -- __ _______ . 
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TesL-3a- LocalitYSEf-o-t-NEt- Section __ ,,_ _ Township_13_ Range_J.a. CountyElJ.i8 
Characteristics of deposit---sma11- d.-eposit--1md.er-t-Op....soil. - -- ----- - --- -- - -· 
------------------------------------- ------- - --------- - - - ------------- - ---
Slaking qualities - ~...b.r.eaks- d.own....rapidly .. ______ _____ ____ ________ ___ _____ __ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _____________ ....l.'L% 
Plasticity -~~.pr.a..a.ilcally_ .none. ... ____________ _____ ______________ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___ _______ ________________ _______ 36_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ _4_ %Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ___ ___________ _______ %Cone .04, ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ______________ __ ___ __ %Qone .02 ____ ___ ____ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________ ________ _ g~_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ __ 23,..6.8.. % ____ cone .02 _________ _____ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____ __ _____ ____ ___ ~mm 
Action in mold _~~br.eak.s. ..in _qiolcL--- - -- -- -- ------- __ ____ ----- - -- - ____ ____ _ _ 
Action when glazed_Th.e...~..absorb.s....t.ha_glaze .. __ _ ---------------------- - -
Remarks and conclusions..Thi.s _clsy_has.....aJti.gh _con:t.e.nt....of. _aand_whi.ch..makes 
_!~~- removal from the Jn.Q.ld _dif!.i..®l..~ .... __ The_war..a....i.s. _t.ao_dar.lc:t_o_ _be. _of. 
-~~y_y~_\!e _in_pottery ~i~~---------------- ---------------- -----------
-- - - - --- ----- ---------- ------------------------- -- -------------- ----------
-------- ---- --·-- - -- --- - ---- - ---- --- -- --
----- ---------- -·----------- --------------------------------------- -------
------------------------------------------------ ----------
_ _?{o_ .t.s.at __ could-he- .macifh - -· - -· - - ·- -· - - - -- - - --- - - - - - - - - --- - - ------ - - - - - - -- - . 
47 
TesL.3.9.. Locality .sEt=-...of.-SE¼- Section_-1.9.. Township _l3_ Range_..11_ CountyElli.B 
Char acteristics of deposiL~~eman depasit._at_tha...fl.ide.._Q.Ltb.§_..f_OJ:!..<Li .. ~ -----
_drainaga__di_t_ch. _____ _____ ______ ____ ___ ___ ______ ______ _____ ___ ____ ______ _ 
Slakfog qualities--~~'b_:re11k11ui91v1t__i_rqmedi~t~.J.y. ______ _____ ___ ______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ______ ___________ 5_ % 
Plasticity -~~.Y_e:cy. -1.ittl.e.-. _______ _______________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ __ ___ ____ _____ ___ _______ 34 % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry ________________________ %Raw ______________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ______ __ ____ ___ ___ __ _ %Cone .04 ____ _____ __ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _________________ ____ %Cone .02 ____ ___ ____ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ _________ _______ ____ .1-20..Ibs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ _____ ____ .22_--5_ % ____ co1-ie .02 ______________ 0_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at con .02 __________ _________ ~mm 
Action in mold_ --breaks_in_mold. ---- - - ------ --------------- ------------- -
Action when glazed _ _:-~j;-~~I! _gl,~~!3_Jl_e_lJ,_!_ __________ _______ ___ ______________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_To;~_~]:'_e __ ~~trif;~~-~:!; __ • .9_~·---~t-~.§l_y_e_zx _~~gy __ 
_ and not plastic enough _ t9_p~ __ o_f~-~Y-_!~!'.'-5'_! _________ ______ ___ _________ _ 
- -- - ------- ------- - - ----- - ----------- ---------- - ------------------- -- -
------ --- - - - ---- - - --- - - ------- - ---------- - -------- - ------------- - -- --
-------- - ------------------------ --- --------------- - ---------- . -
----------- - - - --- ---- - --- ------------- - ---- - ------- -- ---------------------
- -- -------------------- - ---------------- -------- - -------------------------
* ___ - .No- -t-est - ~-eul-d--b-e -made-.- -- - - -----· - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
48 
TesL4O- Locality~-.of-.NWt- Section_zo_ Township ..l..3._ Range_l7_ Count~is 
Characterist ics of deposit~.!!"'..small_deposi:t.....und.er_thre.fLfie._t. _o.r _top __ s_o_i_l_!.. __ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~b1'~MJLdQ'lltL~.i_d_ly_. - - - - ------------- - - - ------ - - ------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______ ________ iL % 
Plasticity -~'!!Yer:y _ _lit_tle _. _______ _____ _ __ ___ _ ___ _______ ___ _ __ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ _____ ___ _________ __ ____ ____ ____ 42 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip t o dry ---------------- - -------%Raw ______ ________ _ 
* Fired cone .04-_______________ ___ __ %Cone .04 __ ____ ___ __ _ 
* Fired cone .02 __________ _____ ___ ___ %Cone .02 ___ _______ _ _ 
* Total shrinkage _______ _______ _____ % 
Dr y strength (pounds per square inch) - - - ---- -- - -- -- - - - - ----1050-lbs. 
Absorption . cone .04 ___ ___ ____ 16.-3.6-% __ __ cone .02 ___ _______ ___ ...Q. _ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ _ _!!-_mm 
Act ion in mold_~~breaks.....in.JJ).Qld. ____ _ -- _ - --- -- - - __ ___ ____ __ __ ______ ______ _ 
Act ion when glazed_ ~~tak.e_e _ _gla.z.e _welL __ - --- -- _____ ___ __ __ ___ ___ _____ __ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_.Th.ELWar~_l;>_r~_a}tJl .i11j;_Q.._emall_pi_e_c_~~~~b~§_ll_11_i_g}l _ 
content_~£ sand~_and because _of_its dark_~ol or and,_ la~k _of_pJ.a_etic- _ 
ity, _is of no use_in _p ttery_~~.!lA~ -- - - - - -- - - -- - -- -- - --- -- - -- - - ----- -
-------- - -- - -- - ---- -- -- -- - --------- - ---------- - ------ - --------------------
- - --------- ----- - - -- - -- - - -- -- - -- - ---- - - - --- - -----
------- - - - --- - - - -------- --- ----------------- - - ------------- --- - --- - ---
- - -- - -- -- - ---- - - ----- - - - - --- - ------- - --------------------- - ----- ------
-~ __ No_ :t~_cnuld_b.e...ma.de.-- ---- - - -- - . - - - ------ - ------ - - ---- - -- - --- -- ______ _ _ 
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TesLAl. Locality ..m.t...Qf:_SW¼- Section _-1.'l. Township_13_ Range_li CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL~~rgs depasit._from.....cut_..waat._of'_..small....s.t.ream... 
Slaking qualities_..:"'-~~~~~~_ !"!1.PJJ.i_l~!..- _________________ __ __________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ ----------------2-% 
Plasticity_ ~~YMS- _p.lasti.c... _____ ____________________________ _____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ __________ ____________________ 48_ % 
SHRI NKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____ ________ __ _______ _J_Q%Raw ---------------
Fired cone .04- _____ ___________ ___ 4 %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _____ _____ __________ 3%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ____ ________ _____ l'l.% 
· h) · 690 lb Dry strength (pounds per square rnc --------------------------- s. 
Absorption. cone .04 ______ _____ !~§]._ % ____ cone .02 ________ __ ___ _ Q_ % 
War page. (in mm from hol'izontal) at cone .02 __________________ ~mm 
Action in mold_ ~~g~!J:t.B_Xfilt._ __ - - - - -- - -- -------- - --- ---- - ------ - _________ _ 
Action when glazed_ --takes _gl_EU_Q_Wel.L ______________________ __ _____ _______ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.Th.~_gr~~m_W!U"Jt_i_a__o!__mediwn.....str.engtl1-bu:t_.thfl. __ _ 
-~!~~-p~ece broke_in the first _firin_g_. _ Thi~L.cley_..ti.t.tifi.e.s_.at.__c.Qlle._. 
-~~2!_~~t it is_too dark in_color to be_of_mru:_ll __ ,z_f:1.lue~-- --------------
--- - -------- ----- ----------- -------- ---- - - -------
----- --- - -- ------------------------------------------ - ------ - - - - ---- ------
---- - -------------- -- -- ---------
-- ------------ - ------------- ---------------- - --- -- - --------- ------- -------
* __ _No_ t.e.st-..c.oul.d -be- mada-.- -- -- --- - -- --------- -- ------------------ -- ---- -- · 
50 
TesLi2... LocalityS~_Jl£__&_Vft-_ Section __ g __ Township __ l~ Range_JJ _ County~~.!! 
Characteristics of deposiL--~large_dep9si t from_ bank west _ of_ stream. _____ _ 
------- - ---------- - -- - ---- -- - - ------ - -- - -- - -
Slaking- qualities_ .:-.:-J.)J:.~~~ _ gQ!V!l_ ~__£~<P.:l':! _______ _______ _____ _____ ____ __ ___ _ 
Per cent of coar se material not passing mesh No. 80_, __________ ____ 3_% 
Plasticity_ ~:!'Y.fil'.l/+ _yacy _ p.lastic. ... __________ ·-- ______ _________ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ ______ _______________________ 50_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________________ ....1..4_ %Raw ___ ____ _______ _ 
Fired cone .04 _______________ ____ 8_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _________________ __ Q_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage----------------~~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ _______ __________ __ __ 8.1O.Jbs. 
Absor ption. cone .04 _________ _____ _Q_ % ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________ __ _____ _ l_mm 
Action in mold _ --casts well. _________________ __ _______________ _________ __ _ 
Action when glazed_ :'~~_ajc-~~-g:!,~;~_!U'_e)._l~------------------------- - - ----- - -- -
Remarks and conclusions_~~~-~,!'~,!l]t_a__g_~_;~ _1~!:l_!'!).!11.P)._~ -~~ -~~~!3,Pj;j._~~~~l __ 
_ large, and _the_green-ware_is strong. __ It_ vitrifies_at_ cone _.04L ___ _ 
_ and is very_hard but the_~~~~_!--~~~~~~~-~j;JJ __ ______ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ 
----------- - --------- -- - --------- ------ - ---- - --- - - --- - --------- - ---- --
------------- - ------- ---------- - ---- -- - - ---- - -- -- ---- -------------- --- - ---
----- ---- -- - ---- ---- - ---- - - ------------- - --------- - ----------
------- - ----- - ------- ------ - ---- - --- ----- - - --- ------------ - - ---------
51 
TesL..il. Locality.5W;._a..r_sw;-_ Section_-2.'Z.Township_lJ_ Range_..l.'Z. CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit_~~arge_.de~t._.from_.di..t_ch. _e.aat_r>f_..fll@..l.l _at.r~~. 
------------- -------------- - - - ------ -- ------------------- - - ----- ----- - - - --
Slaking qualities.!"'-~S-d.o.wn..~<ily .. ___ ____ ____ __ ____ _____ __ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ ·----- -- ------- -2-% 
Plasticity -~~y...e.r_y..--1.ittl.e- - ________ - - -- _________ · ________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plastJ.City ____________ _________ _____ _______ 34_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry ________________________ %Raw ____ __________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Gone .02 ____ ____ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ __ ___ __ 6.6.Qlbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___ __ _____ 1.7.,.8.2.. % ____ cone .02 ______ __ __ ___ -4_ % 
War page. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ____ __ _________ __ _ ~ mm 
Action in mold_::l>.r~~s in mold . ______ ________ ________ _____________ ______ _ 
Action when glazed_::-~.!iJc_e_~_gi~;~_:W§IJ.].._. ___ __ ____ __ ________________ __ _____ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..'l'he._gre.en...-ware._cnun.bles_e.asil.y. -o.n -ac.c.ount,_...of.. __ _ 
_ }_!~w~y~_r_, __ the_ color i..s__t_oo_dar.k...llJlELgaod .. _________ ---- - - - - -- - - -------
- - --- - - --- ---- ---------------- - ------------------------ ----- -
----- ------ - - -- ------------ - -------------- --------------- - - ---------------
------- - ---------------------- ----------- - -- ---- ---------- -- - - ------ ------
_ _NQ_ :t.f:Url _c.ould- b.a .made. .. - -- --- - ·-- . - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - __ _ . 
52 
TesL.M. Localitywt.-o£...S 4 _ Section-30,. _ Township_l3- Range_J.6_ County]Uli.s 
Characteristics_ of deposit .... _---chalky-wbi.t.e.-deposit-f.r.om.-e.ight-f.oo:t.......cut..-at--
__right_sida..o..f.10acL ______________________ ______________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_~.braaka_dow.n.....r.apid].y .. ___ ____ __________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ______ ___________ ,Z._% 
Plasticity_ ~~p.r.ao..ti.c:ally _nanaa... __________________________ ____ ___ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ ____ _______________ __________ _3_Q _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ ..1._ %Raw ----- - - - -------
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 _______ ____ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________ ________ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ____________ _______ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____ ___________ _____ ___ l'JQ_lbs. 
Absorpt ion. cone .04 ___ _______ ____ ~.!% ____ cone .02 ______________ -it_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) · t cone .02 ___ __ _____________ ~_mm 
Action in mold __ --cracke in molg.! ___________ _____________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_ * ------------------------------------------------------
Remarks and conclusions_.Thi.s._aampl.e.... crumb) es ...easily- i-n-.the--green--war-e. -
state. __ Up.9p. __ f'..i..dng_tha~t._piece_.a,i.r!-...slaked. --I.:t- .is- -o!- n0-.u.se....a.s. --
a . pottery __ c_l_~!.-- --- -------·---- - ------------- --------------------- - -----
-------------- -- ---------- ------------- ----------
----------------------------------- --- - ------- ----------------
--------------------- -- - - ---------------------- - ------ ------
---------------- ---------------------------- -- ---------------------------~-
-~J{Q_te.e:t_..co.ul.d. -be_made.- ---- - ----- -------------------------------------· 
53 
TesLiS_ Locality..N&i_of_~ Section_l2_Township_.l3.. Range-1'L Count3Ellis 
Characteristics of deposit_~~.1:1hall.mt._de.posit_J.Uld.tt_ten_inche.a.._Qf _top_..a.oil 
_from ditch_on west sid~_Qf _ _r..9..ad_. _____________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_~~bx:eak.s_.down...ra.pidly....._ __________ _________________ ______ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ·--------------4-% 
Plasticity __ ~,z.ecy J itt}e. 
Per cent of water of plasticity ------------------------ - -------- 3.6.... % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to drY----------------------6.- %Raw -------------- -
* Fired cone .04 ______ _______________ %Cone .04 ___ ________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________ ________ %Cone .02 _________ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage _______ ____ ________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ________ _______ ________ -9.9()_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ________ _2_3_._3_3_ % ____ cone .02 _________ _]_9. .. 66_ % 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________________ -1!:__mm 
Action in mold_ -breaks in_molil~-- -- - ----- -- --- - ------ - - --------------- - --
Action when glazed_'!'!t~ __ c_l:_~ -&~~~!"P~-j;J1~-~@.;slL ____ ___ _____ _____________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_T.he.re_i.s_a... ..high_cont.ent_.of_...sand-in-thi..6....sample. 
_ It. has medium_ stre~h._i_~_the_.gr...e.an.-...l'lflre~ - b.ut....Jl.reaks_up.on-..bei.ng-- - --
_fired . _ It. _is_ or_ little _va.ll.l.e_aa....a._pottecy_ ..clay..J.n_ita..puxe.....torm.,---
however, it migh1i._!>~--~~~d _with.:.~ .m<n:e _pla.s..u..c.. _cla¥- t.o_make.--it _a _b.et..!-t 
ter one .. ----- -- -------------- - - - -------- - ----- - -------- ----- - - -- -- -·-
- -------------- - -- - - - ----- - - ------
---------------- - ---- - -- - -- - ----- ----- - - -- -- -- ----- --------
-~ _N.o_ t.as:t.. _c.ould-be.-.mad-& . .... - - - - - - ·-- - - - - - ---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -
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TesL.46.._ Locality -filVt:.~JiW¼- Section_li Township..J.2_ Range_1.6_ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit~~iaund_in....di:t..ch._a.n_east_..aide.. _Qf_th.e_r..0a..d..~ - - - --
----------------------------------------- - - ---- - - - - ------------- - -------- -
Slaking qualities_.:-~J>.J:.~QJ&_~ _gQW!_l_jl@l~CU,.1!1;~;1.y..!_ ______ _______ __ _____________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ __ ____ _______ -l4% 
Plasticity_ ~~pr.ac.tically _n.ane..... _______ ___ _______ ___ ____ _________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ __ _____ __ __ _______ __ ___ __ 36% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
iii. 
Slip to dry-------------------- - ---%Raw __ _____ ____ ___ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ____________ ______ ___ %Cone .04 __ __ _____ __ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ___________ ______ ___ _ %Cone .02 _____ ____ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage __ __________ _______ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) _____ _______ __________ _ 66:0.Jbs. 
Absor ption. cone .04 __ ___ ___ _ 22,.!*--% ____ cone .02 __ ___ ____ .2.2_..5..8__ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone . 2 ____ ____ ________ __ _::E"_mm 
Action in mold --breaks and _sticks to mold·-- - ---- - - -- - - -- - ---------- -- - -
Act ion when glazed_~~~- g~~-~ -~~ -f!!J.~A ~ ~~l!-~~~_;LJ __ l?.~'1212! ~~..!--- --- --------
Remarks and conclusions!.~f! -~~!!~_j._s _ _p_~~c~j._~~ir_~_J. __ ~c!-~(J_9_r~_b_~~f!_ 
easily. The deposit was full or small white stones . When fired 
- - ------- - - ------------ - -- -
the test was sandy and rough. It. is _of _no_Z9od for _pott ery making. _ 
-- · - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -
-- - --- ------· --------------------------- - - ----- - - - -- - - - ------ -- - - - - -- - ----
------- --- - ---- - - - - - - - - ------- ----- ---- - - - - - - --- - --------- - - - - - -- -- - - -----
- ------- ---- - ------ ------ -------- ----- -
- - - - - ---------- - - - ----------- - ----------- - ---------- -- ---------- ---- -~-
* ___ No- t.est..-e.oul.d-b-a-made-. - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - --- - -- - -
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Test_..47_ Locality _.5W¼._o..f _5Ei Section_..1.4_ Township-1.2_ Range_.l.7- CountyElli..s 
Characteristics of deposit _-_-..hrge_de~t._!ull_o!_..amall_wbit.e_.st_o_n_u ____ _ 
_ tQ1.mg_;,!1_9-_j,_~~~-Q~_p9..r.:_t_}t_~de_9f_rqad~---~-----------------------------
Slaking qualities.:-~b~~~@_ gQ!V!l_ J'J:L...R~<U,l ____________ ____ __________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. so ___ ____________ __a4_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~P.J"Jl..c..t.i.c.ally _no.ne.., ____________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____________________________ ______ 38_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw ______ ______ __ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ___________ __________ %Cone .04- __ ________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 ___ ________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _________ __________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) - - -------------- ------ -170...lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04_ ________ ___ __ _:*_ % ____ cone .02 ______________ i!:_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ ___________ _____ _:*_mm 
Action in mold-~~;-~!l,ks_ in mold. __________________ _____ __ ___ __ __________ _ _ 
Action when glazed_* ______________________________ __________ __ ___ _______ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions..This-sampa-e-r--Ulilbl.&8--easil y--i-n--tha-green-war--e---
_@<L~r~.sl.ak..e.s_att.er_.being-£ired-to-...cone--.04-.- - -I~-i.a-of - nQ--v-aJ.ue.- - - · 
_{Qr_pott_e_cy..Jnaking.._----------------- - --------- - ---------------- - ----- - -
- - -- - --- -- - - - -- - - - --- ----- - ------- - - ---------- - - ---- - ----- ------ --- - - - ----
----------- - ------ - - ----------- - --- - - -- - ---- - - - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - ----- - ---- - -
----------- - --- ------ - - - ---------- ------- - - - - - - -- ---- - - ------- ------ - - - - - -
-------------- - - - -- - --------- - - - - -- -- - - ------- - - - - - ------------ -
* _No_ test coul.d_ be mad._e_.___ ___ ___ ___ ------------------- -------------- - - -- · 
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Test_ ~ LocalitySE¼-Jlf: ...5E¼_ Section __ 4._ Township_l2_ Range_J.7_ CountyElli.s 
Char acteristics of deposit_~~rge_d.e.p.o_si_t._under_:t,Jml.~e._incb.e..s_.9J __ t_Qp ____ _ 
soil._on west _side_o£ the roe.a. __ ___ ______ _____ ____ ______ ___ _________ __ _ 
Slaking qualities _ _:-_:-_s_~E!~ _ ~pj._g.]..y ____ __ __________ _____ __ ____ _______ ___ _ _ 
Per cent of coar se material not passing mesh No. 80 __ ------------ 42½-% 
Plasticity _ ~:!"Y.M:y... -1itt1.e_. ______ ________ ___ ________ ____ __ _____ ___ _ 
P er cent of water of plasticity __________ __ ___________ __ __ __ ____ 30 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________ ___ ____ 5 _ %Raw _______ ____ __ _ _ 
* Fired cone .04- ____ ___ _______ ___ ___ %Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ___ _____ ___ __ __ _____ _ %Cone .02 __ ___ ______ _ 
* Total shrinkage - - -- - - - ------- - ----% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) __ ________ __ ___ _____ ___ 225_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- - - - -- --- - ----~- % ____ cone .02 ___ ___ ________ -I!_ % 
War page. (in mm from horizont al ) at cor e .02 ___ _____ _____ __ ___ ~_mm 
Act ion in mold _ - - break_s _i_?!__!!!Qig~- -- - - -- - ---- - - ---- - ------ -- - - ------ --- -- - -
Act ion when glazed -* --------------------------------_ -___ _______ __ _________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.The.-clay-air-~..a£.ter - being--t-i-I?eci- at- --e-one-- -
-. 04 . __ It .ha.a. _a._ chalky_ .t..ex.t.ure-, - .is- .sott. ...and- cr.wnbJ.y-,- ...and-i.s- -0-£- ...no. - - - . 
value_ as ...a._pottery_~ ._ __ _____ __ ____ _____ __ - -- --- ----- --- - ------------
------ - ----- - - -------------- - ---
- - ------ -- ------ - - -- - - - --- - ---- - - - - --- - - -- - - - ------- -- - ---- - - ----- - -- - - - --
----- - --- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- ------- -- --------- - ---- --- - -- - -- - - --------
-- - -- - ---- - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - -- - -------- - ----- - - ---··---------- -
* _No_ t.esj;_ could_ be made. ___ ___ ______ - - - - - ----- - ------ - -- - - ---- - ------ - -- - -
57 
TesLA9- Locality8Et-...o£:--SE¼- Section.1.6.__ Township.J.2_ Range_.l.7_ CountyElli.e 
Characteristics of deposiL--~e_d.Bp.asi:t....fram_fil_c}LQ.l:l tbELll-Ort)l side __ _ 
_ Q.f_tbe_.r.o.aa..~-- ------------------------ ------ -- --------- -- ----- ----------
Slaking qualities_=-~-b.J:.~~@_ggmi __ rJL..R.i.U....Y•-------- - --- - --- - -----------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _____ ___ _________ 6_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~Y.B:cy-. .little .. _____ ____ ____ _____ ________________ _____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________ __ ____________ ________40_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry _______ _________ ________ %Raw __ ___________ _ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _____________________ %Cone .04 ___ ________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 __ ____ ____ _ _ 
* Total shrinkage __________ _______ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ ____ ___ ____ ___ _______ 6'lQ...lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _____ __ ____ __ ..20. % _ __ _ cone .02 ______ ____ ..l.2. .. 09% 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal} at one .02 ___ ___ ___ ____ ____ !'._ __ mm 
Action in mold_~-b~~aks in mold~ ----------- ------------ ---- - -------- - ----
Action when glazed_~~:!-!1,Jt_e_s _ _g~~~-~ ~~·--- ------ ----- -- ---- - - - ----- - ---- - --
Remarks and conclusions ..Thia _sampl..a.. breaks _upon_fir.ing....and _i s _.t.a.o...sandy 
-~~-~09 dark _for _g__oJ>Ji _cl.a.y._ __ __ _ ----- ----- - -- - -----------------------· 
- - - -- - - --- - - - --- - ----------- -
-- - ------- -- - ---- --- ------------------------ - ------ -------
- -------- -- ----------- - --- - ---------------- - ------- -
-- - ----- - -------- - -- - - ---- -- - - --- - ------------------ - - - - -- - ----
- - - - ------ ---- ------ - --------
-~-~~-~_e-~ -~~uid_be made. ________ _________ _____ ________ _______ ___ __ __ __ _ 
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TesL.5..0.. LocalitySW:t-_Q£_5Vlf_ Section_J..'l. Township_l2_ Range_.l'.7_ CountyElliB 
Characteristics of deposit_·_-..l.arge_d.el)..Qai.t._c.oyer~.d_.n._tll._t.w2_fuj; __ o_f_ _t_Qp __ _ 
_ f!(lg_f!'~_cll't.~h_Q!l_~}l~--~~rtlL~id~ _of _the_ r~d. ___ __ _______ __ ________ _ 
laking qualities~_:-j)_t:..E!_~t!_4~_.!'J9_~~~! ____ ____ _______ ___________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ____ ___ ____ __ -38_ % 
Plasticity -~.!".not__y_a.ey_pl a st1 c ·------------- ----- ________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ ________ __ ____________ ______ _ 46_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry _______________________ _ %Raw ____________ __ _ 
* Fired cone .04 ____________ _________ %Cone .04 ___ ________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _________ __ __ ________ %0one .02 _______ ____ _ 
* Total shrinkage ____ __ __ ___________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) __ _____ ________________ 66.0_lbs. 
Ab orpt ion. cone .04 ________ _ ~1'..!!J. __ % __ __ cone .02 ____________ 3_i~:t% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________________ __ mm 
Action in mold-~~breakfLJ.n._mold ... _____________ ___ __ ___ __ _____ _____________ _ 
Action when glazed _TbtLcl.ay_ ...absorbs.._ .the.. ..glaz.e • ____________ _____ __ __ ___ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusion ..'rh;la _<1lay _ _ar.:umbl..a.1L.t .. o.o _easily_nen_fire~~.i.t.. - --
-~~~ - ~~J>):.E!.l! _!~-~!l~- U..E!_E!l!-:~r§~ __ ll._...i.e. _too_sandy_-:_~ot _densa-8llo.ugh. 
-~?r _a _g~ od ciq. _________ ____________________ _______ ______________ _____ _ 
-------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------------
--------------------------------
------------------------------------------------ - - - -----
------------------ ---- ------- ------------------- - - -----
* ___ No_t,.ut_ _c.ould_b.e_mad&. .. ---------- ------- --------------- - ---- - - - --- -----
59 
TesLli Locality SWi-...of.--5:Ei_ Section.l..4. _ Township_l2- Range_.J.a CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit_-_"'!_thick_y.ain_ftom_dit,.ch....ona.1ourth....mil.a...ao.uth __ 
of_farm ho1.1~e. ___________ __________ __ ___ __ __________ __ ___ ______ __ ______ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~j)_I:_Q.IMJL d.9W1l. J::a,p_idJ.¥~ _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _____________ -14_ % 
Plasticity - --v-e-ry- -lit:t-1-e-.-- - - - --- - -- - - - -- - - ·-- - -- - - --- - - - - - -------
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ __ ____ __ __ _____ ___ ____ _____ __ 35_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw ---------------
* Fired cone .04 _____________ _______ _ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %0one .02 __ _______ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ------- - ---------------885-lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _______ __ _ 25,9~ % ___ _ cone .02 _________ .15.....53._ % 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________________ :!f'_mm 
Action in mold _-:.- breaks in mold.! ________________ _____ ____ ________________ _ 
Action when glazed_~~~-~!l-Y--~~~Q!"Q~_tb§_gl_ue.~-- - -- -------- --------- -- ---
Remarks and conclusions~~-'!~P!~_9~b_J._~s--~~~~iy_!1,P_!l_J,_~_tQQ_l"P].l.gb ___ _ 
and sandy when fired. It is_not_p1astic enou_w to use. ____________ _ 
--------------------
--------------------------------------
---------- ------ -------------- - - -- ---- -------- ----------- -----------------
- ------------ ------ ----------- -
---------------------------------- ----- - --------------------------------- -
------------------ - - - - ------ --- ------------------------------------ -------
* __ }!Q _ ~~!5j; __ C_Q_~d _Q!L madL-. - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -· -- - - - - · 
60 
TesL.5..2.. Locality _.5W¼._Q.f__N111;- Section_.J.5. Township_l.2_ Range_.l.8.. CountyElli_s 
Characteristics of deposiL--~~_lay~J" 0£ _sandy_ white ~lay-two feet un- _ 
..dar_top-.s..oil..--------------------------- --- -----------------------------
Slaking qualities-=-..braaks-down... rapj dl Y•-------------- ---------------- ----
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ _____________ 5.Q_ % 
Plasticity -~~y__e~_lit.tle ... __________________ ·-____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________________________ _______ 28_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ _a_ %Raw __________ ____ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~ - %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ________________ _____ %0one .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________________ 360 __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _________ ~8~1~--% ____ cone .02 _________ -3-5:.t.05._ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _________________ _:!E; __ mm 
Action in mold_~ca.s:t..a...Jd.thaut_br.eaking .. ____ ____ ________________ ________ _ 
Action when glazed_ThtLc.lay_lilhsarbs_.t.h.a.._glaze. ___ ___ ___ ____ _____________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.'nli.& _test_..cnunbl,ea_easily_i.n_.:t.h.e.._green_-wara ___ _ 
be ~~!l!>J.Ja_~-- ------------------------------- -- ------- --- -- ---- - ----------
- ---------------- --------------- ---- -- - - --- ------- - - -- ------------
-------- ---- - --------- ---------------------------- ------------- -----------
----------------------------------------------------- - ------- -------
------ - -------------------------- - ----------- - - ---- ------------ -- -- - --
-~ _ij9 _ :t~Jrt.. _c.auld __ b.e... .made. .. - ____ ... __ _ .. _________ - - - - - - - - -- - - __________ _____ _ _ 
61 
TesL.53._ Locality~....o£.-W¼- Section_-l.O.Township_l2- Range_.J.8. CountyEllis. 
Characteristics of deposiL~t.e deposit, _three_£.e.et.._thick_in_.dit_ch_an __ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~-SJ.akfllLimme.dia.tcely: _________________________________ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ . ___ __ ________ --3.8_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~p.r.ao...ti.cally: _n.ona... _______ _____ ·-____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _____________________________ __ __ 3.6._ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slii:> to dry ________________________ %Raw ---------------
* Fired cone .04 ________________ ___ __ %Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ______ _________ __ ____ %Cone .02 ___ ________ _ 
* Total shrinkage _________________ __ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ----- -----------------~{) __ lbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04 __ ____ __ _____ ___ % __ __ cone .02 ________________ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 ____________ ________ mm 
Action in mold-~~breaks....in.~ld. ----------------------- -------------------
Action when glazed_ *---- - ----- - ---- - --------------------------------------
Remarks and conclusions_ .Thi.s._t.est-&.ir.~-after-.being...£ired-t-0---eone 
~~~~!1'- cl~----- ----- ----------------------- - ---------------------- -
--------- - - - --- - -- - --- -------------------- ------ - -- ------- --- - -------- ----
---- ------------------------- - -------------- - - --- ------- - ----
--------------- - ------------ - --- - ----- - ------ - --------- -- - --- - ---------- - -
---- - --- - -- - -------- -------------- - ----- - --- - - - --- -- ------ - ----
__ -~-l'JQ _ t.e.s.t_ ..coul.d _ be_ made_._ .. - - - - --- .. - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
62 
TesL5A... Locality _sfil¼--..ot.-NE;; Sectio11-.ll Township..J.l._ Range_l,8_ CountyElli.s 
Characteristics of deposit~...large_deposi.t_....af._shal.e_.an....the_aast_.side.._of. __ _ 
_ _ °t.llQ _ ~y:t_ b__aJ.f.. _w_ay_ _down.. ..th.a. _aide_ .of.. ..D.ean.!.s_ Hill._ _______ _____ · ________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~11.l_a_k~~-~api.dly_. ______________ ______ ___ ____ _____ ____ __ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ____________ _zo_% 
Plasticity_ ~.quit.a ..plastic .. - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - _______________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ ______ ___ ________ _____ __ ____ 40._ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ _g__ %Raw __ ____________ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ j __ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 __ _________ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ IA__% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____ ______ _______ __ __ 'l65 __ lbs. 
Absorpt ion. cone .04 _____ ___ __ _ 9~8.8'_ % ____ cone .02 __ _______ __ -6......51 % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________ ___ __ __ l __ mm 
Action in mold_~cast..s...:w.all ... __ ____ - ____ __ _ - - -- ___ _____ ___________ _____ ___ _ 
Action when glazed_~~ak.e.a....:tha...glaze_w.ell...._ ___ ___ __ ____ __ __ ____ ________ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Th.e.__green~..ais.....qui.t.e_str.ong...and_it _ia..dens.e. 
_and_ st ron_g_ when _fired_,_j)_u._t._ite_c.ol.o.r_,_..whi.ch_is_ a.... _darlcgray_fshal.eJ __ 
-~~~~_g _ unsuitable_ for _g_Q.t.t.ery_.c~_.__ ____ _ ------- - ------------------ -
---- - - ------- - - -- - ---- -- --------------- - -- - -- - - -------- -- ---- - --- -- - - - - - --
----- - -- - - --------- ----- - - - ------ - - ------- - ----------- -- - --- - - - -- -- - - --- --
- - ---- ------- ---- - ------ - ------ - - ------ --- --- - - - - - -- - - - --- ---- - - - -- --
------- ----------- - --- - - - - -- - - -- - ---- - - ------- - --- - - ------ - - -- ----------
- --------- - ----- - - - -- -- - -- - - --- --- - - - ---- --- - ------ -- --- -- ----------- -----
63 
Te L5.5.... Locality_SEi-..o..t.Jmi- ectio11-.23.. Town hip.J.l. _ Range_.ao.. ountyEllis 
Characteri tic of d posiL.!'"_•.J.arge_d.B.pD.Si..t....irom_w.e..a:t_..ai.dcLOLr.o.ad.. _QJl~ ----
_l!_~_mg~_J3_0_\lt.~_Q!_riYJ3.r..~--- -------------------------------------------
laking qualitie - ~~J:,.J:.Q..~@. _gQWl} _ _ni._p.i.d~~ --- ______________________________ _ 
Per c nt of coar mat rial not passing mesh No. o _______________ 5. _% 
Pla ti city_ ~ym-:y_ ..lit.tle .. ___________________________ ____ ________ _ 
Per cent of water of pla t icity ----------- - -------------------- 3.8._ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry--------- -------------~-%Raw ______ ___ ___ __ _ 
* F ired cone .04 ______ _______________ <7o one .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 __________ ___ ________ %Oon .02 ___________ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry tren°th (pounds per square in h) ____________ __ _________ 'l05_lb . 
Absorption. con .04 ______ ____ ?§..!§§_ % ____ con .02 _________ _1.l_<t...4.3. _ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) a cone .02 _________________ ,:!l' __ mm 
Action in molcl _-:-:bre.aks...in...mold .. _____________ ______________________ ____ __ _ 
Action when glazed_-=~~ .Yl.eJ.l. • - _______ __ _____ ... __________________ _____ _ 
R marks and co ncl u si o ns .'llti.Q. _&am.pl~- .lu:eAka ..in _ th EL moJ.d. .a1xLdo a.a_ .not.. ___ _ 




---------- -- ------------- -- --~-------------------- ------------------
--------------------------------- -
--~ )i~L t estc_o_u.l.d_ biuu.da. ______ .. _ - - . ___ - - - - ------ - - ------ - - - - -- - _ - .. ______ . 
64 
TesLS.6_ Locality _SE:;-..o..f...NE; Section _.3.5__ Township_...11 Range_2.0_ CountyElli.s 
Characteristics of deposit~~..aix...inch_Y.ein.Jlf.....ligb:t_~_fili~e_f.T..Oll'!._Q. ____ . 
_<l~~_cj:j,t.9p_J)_rt_t.1'1Q_W~~-Jlid.Et_Q(_th~--~Q.~d•-------------- - -- ---- ---------
Slaking qualities-~~p_r_e_~~ -dQW!l_J'.M)j.._cU__y!: _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ .. ___________ _ ..J.8._% 
Plasticity -~ed ium _plasti.aity ....... ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________ . ______ __________________ 4.2__ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______ _______________ ..l.._ %Raw __ ____________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ____ _______________ 4._ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______ ____________ _Q_ %Cone .02 ______ ___ __ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ 5._ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________ _____ ____ 57CUbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ______ 1{3.!'.7.?_ % ___ _ cone .02 _____________ 'l'!_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ________ _______ __ __ mm 
Action in mold_~ ~id_;..e_Jl_ell.~ - -- ------ -- --- ·-------------------------------
Action when glazed_Tb.~_.9l!t,.y __ e..,Q.e.Qrbs_:tM_..gla.'-e.~-- --- - ------- - ---- ------ -- -
J~~!~~f• __ When_!ired it_ is_soft. and li_g_ht _and_cannot be_used as a ___ _ 
-~ottery cley. ______________ ___________ _________________________________ _ 
-------- - - ---- - - - -------- - - - ----------- ------------- - --------- - -- - --------
--- - -------- - ----- - ----------------------------------------------- - ---- --
--- - - ------------ --------------------------------- - ---------- --- - -- -- ----· -
--- - ----------- ----------- - --- -- -- -------
* __ _ t,JQ _ b.13..i. _c_o.uld _ be_ ma.de. ... ____ ·-- ___ . ____________________ ________ ___ ____ __ . 
65 
TesL.51_ LocalitySE,;:.-_of_~_ Section _ _z._ Township-12- Range_ .2Q.. CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL"'!...-...1.arge deposit -from_ di.t.ch. ..on _the_ w.e.s:L .. side _of' .. 
tJle_rowL __ _________________ ____________ ___________________ _____________ _ 
Slaking qualities~~J>..J:...e..aka_down....r.api_<il):t. ____________ ______________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ ~ _% 
Plasticity -=-~Yfil'..y_lit.tle .. _______________ ___ _____ ________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity-- - ------ - ---------------------- 3.8_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry-------------- - ---------%Raw ___ ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _______________ ______ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ________________ __ ___ %Cone .02 _________ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 510_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ______ ____ l~~§J_ % ____ cone .02 __________ .1_~6.2.-% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at "one .02 _____________ __ __ __ mm 
Action in mold-~breaks.....in...mol.d .. ------------- -- ---------------------------
A ction when glazed_ ~~take.a.. ...gla.z.e _well........- - _ - - -- - __ __ ______ _______ _________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions.'.lllis._a-ampl.fL.has.....a......large_per_~_Qf_sancL.and.. __ _ 
crumbles eas~~. __ The wa~e _become.s _ _quit.a. _dense_ .upmi.....f'.iring... .but.. _the_ . 
_ color is too dark_for ..ROt.t.Qry_lUl§_. __________ ______ ________________ ____ _ 
--------- -- - ------------ -- - ------- - ---- --- - - - - -- - --- - --- - - ----- -- -- ------ -
--- - --------------------- - - --- - ---- ------ -- - - - --- - --- - -- --- -- -- - --- - -
- -- - ------ - - ------- - - ------ - - - ---- - ------ - ---- --- - - - - - --------- - ---- - - -
--- -- - ------- - - - - - -- - --- - ------- - ------------- ------- - -- - ------- - ---- - - - --
-~ -~o_t~.rt. _c.o.u.ld_b.e_made..... .... - -- - - --- --------------------- -- - -------------· 
66 
TesL58_ Locality _Sf¢-..af.....NE¼ Section_li_ Township-1.2._ Range_20_ Countyilli§ 
Characteristics of deposit~~..JJu-_ge._dep.oilit __ l.filde.r _a_layer ~f _sandstone on __ 
a hill_on the west_side of the _ros,_4_~ ------------ - -- - ----------- - ------
Slaking qualities_ :-~~J~_Etf! -~!lQ.l,.~j;_e_q!. ______________ ____________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _ __ _____ __ ___ _ ...9._ % 
Plasticity_ ~ p.ract.icall y _nona...... ____________ ____ ___ ____ _____ _______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity-- - ------ - -- - - ------- - - --------- 44_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _______ ______________ ___a_ %Raw _______ ____ ___ _ 
* F ired cone .04 _________________ ____ %Cone .04 ___ __ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .02 ____________ ___ ______ %Oone .02 _____ ___ ___ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____________________ ___ 465_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ __ ______ '[6_._3.l_ % ____ cone .02 _________ _6__6__~_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ___________ ______ __ mm 
Action in mold_~ ~!'!)akS in mold . _____ __ ________________________ __________ _ 
Action when glazed_~~-~_J.~_y- ~~~~tQ!J_j;ll_e_~~! ____________________ ______ _ 
state, and when fired it is _soft_and crumblr• __ It is too_p-0rous to __ 
--- - ------ - - ------
use. 
------------------------------------------------------------- - ------ - -----
------ - - - -----------------------------------------------------------------
--- - - - - ------------------------------------ - - - -- - ----------------------- - -
-------------------------------------------------------- -- -- --- --- -- ---
* ___ ~9 _ j;~_sj; _ _c~QIUd_ bit_ .mad.a .. ______ - -- - - - - - - - - - ------ - --- - - - - - -- - - - __________ _ 
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TesL.5.9... LocalityS~.Df:..lJE¼_ Section_..2.3. Township..J.2_ Range_..20.. CountyElli.s 
Characteristics of deposit~~...1.arge_d.epQSil__d.eeply_.e.rJlCie_d _QtLb.O:th __ s_i.cl.Q.~_Qf_ 
t..he_road.., ________________________ _____ __ _______ _____ ______ ______________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~_s_l.._g~Q _i!!l!P~iti.Jlt_Q.:\.y !.- ___ _ _____ ________ _________ _ ___ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _____________ 25__ % 
Plasticity_ ~p.m.c.i.i.~a.l.ly _ru>rul.• ____ ___ __ ________________ ___ ______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity----------------------- - -------- 44_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____ _________________ ..3._ %Raw -------------- -
* Fired cone .04 _______ ____ _________ _ %Cone .04 _____ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____ ____________ ____ %Cone .02 _______ __ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____ _____ ___ ___ ___ ___ l40 __ lbs. 
* * Absorption. cone .04- _____ ______ ____ % ___ _ cone .02 _________ _______ % 
* Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at con .02 _____________ __ _____ mm 
Action in mold_~bre.aka..in_mald .. _______ ______ _______ _____ ___ ________ ___ __ _ 
Action when glazed *---- - ---- --- - -- - ----- ------------------ - - - ------ - ------
Remarks and conclusions _ _Thi.!]t_Qlay_i.a..Jll.i.gh_tly. _grit:t_y_,__....cr.umble.s_.e~,_ 
-~~~-~!-slakes _aft er bei?!g_.fired. __ IthafUJ.Q_YNJ.l_e....f.Q.r'._pot:t.e.ry __ u..s.e.~ . 
- ------- --------------------- - -- ----- - -----------------------------· - ----
----- - ----- -- ----------------------------- --------------------- - - ------
--------- ---- ----------------- - - ----- - - - --- --- ----- - - ------- - --------- - ---
------- ------------------------------------- ----------------- - ------------
------- ----------- - - --- -
* ---~o_testcQ.uld_be_made..~ ------ --- --------------------- - --- -- -- ---------
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TesL..6Jl Locality.S-Ei...af.~- Section_.2,6_ Township_l2- Range_ ..2.Q. CountyEll.i.e 
Characteristics of deposit_~~all_de.p.oai.t..1rom._b.ank.Jm _thfLW.e&-8i.de_of __ 
the_road. ------- - ------------------ -------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_ ~~SA~~~-r1-pi.dl.Y-•-- ______ ____________ ___ ___ _____________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ___________ __ __13_% 
P lasticity_ ~~y,53.r_y_..little .. ___ ____ ___________ ·-- __________ _______ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____________ _________________ __ 42_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to d17 _________________ _____ 8._ %Raw ____ ___ __ ___ __ _ 
Fired cone .04 ________________ ___ ~_%Cone .04 ________ ___ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~ - %Oone .02 _____ ______ _ 
Total shrinkage -----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____ ________ __ ___ __ ____ 'l6.5_lbs. 
Absorpt ion. cone .04 ___ ___ ______ l?__ % ____ cone .02 __ _______ ~_§_._~~ - % 
·warpage. (in mm from hor izontal ) at cone .02 - ----- ----------~--mm 
Action in mold_ ~bre.ak.a.J.n...mold .. _____ _____ -- ---- _______________ __ ________ _ 
Act ion when glazed_The_.cl.ay_.Ah.a.orbs_tha_gl.az.e .. ______ __ __ ______ __________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_1.h.iJLfJIM1PliLhas.. .a. .high_cont.e.n:L.o.f.'. _sand..and...i.fL 
-~~9'-and .~oroue_ when- firec;l. __ U_@..fUlJl.O.t._baY.e_.enough_plast.i.cit.y. __ _ 
to be_ of e.~y value_ a_e __ ~...P.Q.Uery_.9.T_ll!.Q.de.ling_..0.lay_"-------- -- - -- --- -----
------ - --- - - - - --------------------- ------ --- ------
----------- ---------------------------------- - -- ----- - --- --------------
-------------- - ----- ----- - ------- - ---------------------------------- ------
- ---------------------------------------- -----------------
_:tiQ _ t.u1:t;_ ..c..QJJJ..d _be_ made.... - _ - -- - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - ·--_. 
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TesL6L Locality _NE,t_.o.f_.filJ¼ Section_3LTownship_..U. Range_l9_ Count~Ui@ 
Characteristics of deposit~~.larga._daposi:Lb~.®Ldeep_.ditch on the_ west ___ _ 
J3lle._~r_th§ _ _J'J)_a.Ji.~---------------------- - - - -- - ------------------- ---- - ---
Slaking qualities_~~p_r~_g~_qQWD_~l.9.!'IJ..Y-~----------- - - - ----------------- - ---
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _______________ _6_ % 
Plasticity -~~edi.um. ..plasti cit¥ ....... ___________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________ ___ ______ ~Q % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry.,.----------------------~ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ____________________ ~ %Cone .04 __ ___ __ ____ _ 
Fired cone- .02 ____________________ ~ %Cone .02 __ __ ______ _ _ 
Total shrinkage------------------~% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____ _______ ___ ____ __ ....l.Q35 __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _____ __ __ l8.9L_ % __ __ cone .02 ___ _____ ______ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizont al) at cone .O? __ ____ _____ __ ____ 2'"_mm 
Action in mold_~~br~tlltJt -~rit.o. _frolalLJ:>_i_tJh ____ ________________ ______ _____ __ _ 
Action when glazed_ ~~gJ,.!J.~~J3_J'l~tlL ___ __________ _____ ____ _____ ______ __ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_ ..A.~El-~~~~-j_s_~la_sj;j.&_Q~~- _g_r~J)_l~El -~~!Jgy_~<! __ 
dark _f or _good _ _potterL clay~-- It vitrif ied at _cone_ . 02. ______ _ 
------------------------------------ ---- - - -- -- - - -- -- -----·-----------------
------------- - ---- - -- ------------ - - - ---------------------- - - - - ---------
------------ ----- - - - -------------------------------------- - ----------
-------- -- - ------------------------------------------------------ ---------
-~ - tJQ_j;~_Sj; __ Q_Q_~ld_ b§ _ _ma.d_e_L ___ --- - ·· - --- - ---- - ---- - --- - ---- --- - ---- -- --- - -
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TesL62.... Locality -NW:i:...of..Jm:t Section_.3 __ Township_J,~ Range_ ~J_ Count~g!!I 
Characteristics of deposiL~--k~e_d~p.9JJj..j;_ on hill-side on the_ weet s~<!~ -
- of the_ roa_d. _______ ________ __ __ ___ _______ ___ ____ _____________ _________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ -breaks _down re~4-lY.!._ ------- - - - -------------- - - -
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ l _ % 
Plasticity_ ~~pre cti cal ly _.nana....._ __ _____ _______________ _ _______ ___ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity------------------- - ------------ 36 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry -:: _____________________ i!:_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ i!:_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 __________ ______ ___ ~_ %Cone .02 ____ _______ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ---------------------- 1005.Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _______ __ _ 1..6...85.. % ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __________________ ~_mrn 
Action in mold_~~Jl.ra.Ck.a_in_m.ol.d..._ _____ ____ ___ __________________ __________ _ 
Action when glazed_~- _______ ____________________ ________________ __ __ _____ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Tbh_..c.la,y __ Q.~Qk~LilL°tb.~_m_oJ,._cl!_ __ .M _gp_!l~ __ ._Q~_;~---
_:t,_e_c_ame___l.i.quid.....aruL_s.p.read_.oY..e.r_.t..he._ahelf_. __ _.It__c.o.uld_no.:t_lul _used_a» __ _ 
_ a p.ott_e.cy _bo.dy_._ ____________________________ __ __ ___________________ ____ _ 
-- - ------ - ----- - - --------- ----- ------ ------- --- --- - --- - --------- - ---------
-------- - ---- - ------ - -------------- -- ------- -- - - - - -------- - --- - -- - --- - -----
- - ---------------- - -------- ------------------------- -------- - --------
- ------ - ------ - ---------- ------ -- ---- -- --- - --- - -- - ---- - - - ------ - - ---------
_ j'l' _ _N.o _test_.c.ould. -be -mad.a.- - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- ---- ------- - -- - --- -- -- - - ------ -
71 
TesL6.3,. Locality _.5W:i-_of_--5W¾ Section_z_ Township-1,3_ Range_ J..9... CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposit_-_-....small_dep.a.si:t_..from_bank.....on._the_w.e.s:t_..sid.e._of __ 
the_road ne~ a_bou.s:e. -------------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_ ~~J>~t:t~~-dQWll __ e.ruiiu L _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --- - - - -- - - - -
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _____________ 4_% 
Plasticity_ ~~no.t... .xe..cy _plastic.,._ ____________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________ __ ______ _______4Q_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry---:-- - ----------------~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04- - ---- - ------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______ _____________ ~_ %0one .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ "!__ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____________ ___ ________ 'ZSO_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ ~l..!.0.3_% ____ cone .02 ______________ 0_% 
·warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone 02 ______________ ____ _:!l"_mm 
Action in mold - - breaks il!__~~!cj.! ______ _______ ____________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_~ _______ ________ ------------------ ---- _____________ __ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions - .'J::hi.a. _sampl.e.... .has. .a. .high_ sand.. ..co.n.t.ent-and..... .cxumb..,._ 
les _easily_. ___ lt__b~.c.ome.s..._ti.t.rifi.e.cL.and..s.lightly-f'l.ui.d...at.-cone....-02.--- · 
-~d_is_ of no value_1uL.a._p.0.ttery_~..__ ______ ---------------------------
- ------------------ - --------- ------ --------------- -- - -- -- --- -- --
------------------------ - -------------------------------------------------
---------------------------- -------- --------------------------------- ------
------------------------------------ - ---- - -------------- ----------·---------
* No _ test _c_~uld _ be_made. ____ ______ --------------------------- ----------· 
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Test_ .6~ Locality.N&i:._of.___NW;-_ Section_ll.Township-13_ Range_li CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL--~t..l!.i~k_y_e.in_jxo.1~Lde~p_..c1tt __ ,n.Q.ex_str~..am_o ________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ..:-~.PJ:.E!.~ @_ Q..9!'1!1 __ i:_i:m_:l4l--I.! ______ __________ _________ ___ _____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ ..z_ % 
Plasticity_ _e_cy__li.ttle .. __________________ __________ ___________ _ 
Per cent of water o~ plasticity _____________ ______ ____ ________ __ 4Q_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry------------------------%Raw - - -------------
* Fired cone .04 _______________ ____ __ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Cone .02 ____ ___ ____ _ 
* Total shrinkage _______ ____________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______ __________ ___ __ __ 6QO_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___ ____ __ __ gl~§_ % ____ cone .02 __ ____________ Q__ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizont al ) at co 1e .02 ____ ________ ______ ~_mm 
Action in mold_-:_-breaks in m~~~.! _______ ___ _______ ____________ _______ _____ _ 
Action when glazed_-:_-:takes glaz~ _weg..! ____ ___ __ ___ --------------- - - - ------
Remarks and conclusions_ Th_u_e.ample_.ia_qui.:ta...aandy., _hafl_ur:y _lit:t.l..a __ _ 
--------------------- -- - -- - -------- - - ----- ----- - - - ----------- -------- -
-- -- - - ---- - - - -- - --- - - - - ------ - ------ --- - ------- - -- ---- -------------- ----- -
- -- - -- - - - - - - - -------- - ----- - --- -- ----------- - - - - - --· - -- - - - -- - -- - --------- --
-- - ------- ------- - ------- -- - - -- - - - --- - - - -- - - --------- ------- - --- - ---- ---- -
--- - - --- -- - -------- - - - --- - -- - - ----- - - ------ - -- -- - - - - - ---- --- - - ----- -- - ----
- -~ -~~-~~~~--~~~~-~~_made. ____ __ __ ______ _______ ____ - - - -- -----------
73 
TesL.6.5_ LocalitySE:t:-_al_..5E:i-_ Section_.2.._ Township...13_ Range_.l.9_ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL_--~arge_de_pQll..t._foumLin_Jlit~h_on the north __ _ 
side_of the ~oad • -------------------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_ ~~J:>_:r:.~~~-g~!l_J'Jmi41~ • _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. __ _____________ 9_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~Y.M".Y-_li.ttle ... _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ______________________ ___________ 34_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry-- - -------------------~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ i!_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 7.9~_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ ________ ?.?~~!3_% ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .f'2 _________________ __ mm 
Action in mold_~~l>r~.altJl.J..nJDold, ____ _____________________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_! _____________________________________ ____ ___ __________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ Th_;~-~~pJ__e __ il:!_V_e_cr__ij~gy_!J.ll_cl_Q.~bl~~-~-E!..lliU~ 
It_ become_s __ vitrified and fiuid at cone _.02_and is of _no_ value for--· 
-~-p~~~~-ry--~~~l ·---------------------------------------------------------
---------- - ---- - -------------------- - -- - ----- - - - -------- --- - --------------- -
-------------- ------------------------------------------------- -- ---------
----------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------
* No test could be made . ------ - - --- -
'14 
TesL.9..6_ Locality .sw¼.._Qf._SEf _ Section _ _l__ Township_l3_ Range_ -19_ County.ElliJI 
Characteristics of deposiL-_-~;rg~.Uiil-P-9~-1.t.._~der_ two feet _of_ to_p soil _in __ 
_ ditch on the north side of_road. __ ___ ____________ _______ ____________ _ _ 
Slaking qualities_ .:-~_s_l:_~1£!~ _ !'~P~iiJ.Y ._ ______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. -------------~-% 
Plasticity_ ~~.ru>.t.. _y_e_cy _plas:tk.._ _____ ___ ____ ________ _____________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __ _____________ __________________ 36_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry--------------- - --- -- -~ - %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _______________ __ __ ~_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
. k * of. Total shrm age ____ ______ _____ ____ ,o 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ------------ - ----------295..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ 20.,.3~ % ____ cone .02 _____ _____ ..2...3.6_ % 
·warpage. (in mm frcm hor izontal ) at cone .02 -----------------~mm 
Action in mold_~~P!'~~s in mold. ________ ___ ___________________________ ___ _ 
Action when glazed _ ~~&..l.!L_z_e_~ _VI~!!..! ___________ ______ _________________ ______ _ 
too_ dark ~-Q. _be_ of _any_ .:ml.ue .. - - - - - - - - - ------- - - --- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
- -- ------------------------------------------- ------- --------




_* _No_ test CQ~Q._P~- made.-._ _____ ___ ----------------------------- -------- · 
75 
Test__6_7_ Locality ..NW!_of_SW¼_ Section-1.'LTownship_l3_ RangeJ.8. _ County Ellis 
Characteristics of deposit_~~l.~r'g§_~_p_Q..fli.t._fQy,nd_j_n__hi__gh_bM.k.._o.n._t.b.e_eas:t. 
side or the road. --------------- --------- - ------ - -- - - - ----------
Slaking qualities~~_s_l;_~~~ _ !'~P~g.)....I_ ____ ___ _____ ___________ ____ ________ ____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. -- - -----------3½-% 
Plasticity_ ~~Y.M::Y-..li ttl..e., ___________ ____________ _________ _______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________ _____________ ____ ___ _____ 42_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
* Slip to dry ________________ ____ ____ %Raw ____ __________ _ 
* Fired cone .04 _______________ __ ____ %Cone .04 _____ ______ _ 
* Fired cone .02 _____________________ %Gone .02 _________ __ _ 
* Total shrinkage ___________________ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______ ___ ___ ________ __ _ 90.0..Jbs. 
Absor ption. cone .04 ___ ______ _ 1~~..s.a_ % ___ _ cone .02 ______ __ __ _2_..3.5_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at COD(' .02 ___ _________ ______ ~_mm 
Action in mold _--breaks in molg..! ___________ __ ___ ___ ____________ _____ _____ _ 
Action when glazed_~~gl.JU.e.1L.J¥:ell,._ ____ ----- - -- --------- ___________ ___ ___ __ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_.l'..b.ie _teBt_i.s..Jt..e.r.y _ _sandy, _.cr umhJ ea _easily+.and-
becomee ve:ry_dense_ at cone _.02. __ It .i.stoo_dar.k...in._color_t .o_.ll.a .J.laed. 
-~~r-~_p~~Y-~1:7- -~!~Y..! ____ ______________ ____ ______________ __ _____ _____ ____ _ 
---------------------------- --- -------------------- - ------- - - --------
------- - --- - --- - ------------ - ----- - - --------- - -------- ---- -----------------
--- - - - -------------- - - - ---------------- ---- - ---------- ---- --------
- -- - - - -------------- - - ----------------------------------------- -- ------ ---
--------- --------------------------------------
76 
TesL..6.8_ Locality _filV¼_Qf__N'f¼ Section __ .a_Q Township_l,~_ Range_}j3_ County~gj.~ 
Characteristics of deposiL-~d@Posit_ found o~_~g!l_J>Jlllk _on_ the west_ side __ 
_ of_the roadL_one_half mile_south of_the_pFj._~g~-~!~!-~~_g __ q_~~~~~------
Slaking qualities_~~l?_t:~~~-~~--~~c!lf •------------ - ------- --------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ __ _____________ 4_% 
Plasticity -~~.pra.c..tic.ally _.ruma._ _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity __________________________________ 34_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _______ __ _____________ ,±_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ ~_ %Oone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ __ __________________ 1...?..?_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ _ ~_?_._2_6 __ % ____ cone .02 ___________ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at co1 e .02 ___ __ _____ ___ __ __ _ ~_mm 
Action in mold:~breaks in -mold . ---------- ---- ---- --------------------- - --
Act ion when glazed_ ~~.gla.z.e.a _well., ____ _______ _____ ________ __ __ ____ _____ ___ _ 
_ ; _ 2!_ -~o value_ as a ...PQthry_ ~]Jl,__y_. _________ ___ ___ _______ __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ _ 
---------- - ------------------------------ --- - - - - ------ - - ------- - ----
--- - ----- - ---- ------ ----------------- - - - - ---- ---- ---------------- --- - -----
- --- - --- ----- - --- - --- - ---- - - - ----- - - ------- - - ----------- - - ---- - -- -- - ---·---
----- - ----------------- - - ----------------------------- - - - - - - - - - -----------
---------------- ----- ------- - --- - - --- - ---- - --------------------- ---- - ------
- ~ _ _N_Q. _t.ef2t_ cow.d...h.e....made .. __ _____ . _ --------------- --------- __ __ __ ________ . 
77 
TesLJi9.. Locality .NEi-of -NEr.t- Sectionl'L Township _15_ RangeJ.a_ CountyE.1.li.s 
Characteristics of deposit_ ~~ arge d epo ej t. _ c~Y.er..ad_ lly. _t.wo _ f .e..e.:t_ .1lf_ _top ___ _ . 
Slaking qualities~~e_'.l~~1;1 _ rap1-..d.l~!.. -___________ __ ____ ___ ________ ____ ______ _ 
Per cent of coar se material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ______ ___ ___ _ 3t_ % 
Plasticity -~~um_pl a et1 city:. .. - --r------- -- ___ __ __ _______ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _____ ________ ______ __ ____ ____ __ __ _ 46_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip t o dry __ __ __ _______ _________ a_ %Raw __ ___ __ __ _____ _ 
Fired cone .04 __ _____ _____ _______ 4_ %Cone .04 ____ _______ _ 
Fired cone .02 _____ ___________ ___ Q_%Cone .02 ____ _______ _ 
Total shrinkage ---- - -----------~ 2_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______ _____ ______ _____ §l~_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ _____ __ ?§~.9.? __ % __ __ cone .02--- -------~~!.~L % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at c0 ne .02 ____ ____ ___ __ ____ !" __ rnm 
Act ion in mold_ - - caste Wfill • -- - --- -- -- - -- - --- - - ------ -- -- - - - --- - -- - -- -- -- -
Action when glazed_The cla_yab~9rbJJ_ j;_h__~__gl1ue_, ______ _____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ To~~-t~.!:l~ __ i_~_~an_dy_,_ _9f_ui~.d1-.J.UI1_e.t.re:ng1;h._ ji_n_d_ ___ _ 
too porous to be of an_x._!~ue_ for _R_ottery_!l.!:I~-·-- - -- -- - - -- --- --- - -- - - - · 
--------- ----------
- - --- - --- - - -------- - -- --
-- ------ - - -- -- - ----- - - - ---------- - ----- --- ---------------- - --- - - - -- - --
- -- -- - ----- - - ----------- - - - -- -- --- - - - ----- - - - - - ----- --- -- -
---- - - - - ---------- - - - --- - - -------------- - --- - ----- - -- ----- - ---------
-- - - - -- -- - ------ - -- - - - -- - -------------- - -------- - ----- - -- ----- - -----
* _No_test colJld_p~_.ma.de~ -- ----- -- ------ - - ------- --- - -- - - - --------- ---- -
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Test_7_Q__ Locality -RW:l_of_S&f_ Section_2.Q _ Town. hip _l~- Range_l._&_ _ CountyiJ.J.j_s 
Characteristics of deposiL--six_inch vein_at_ the east _end_ of cement_ cul-
_vert_ under test_seventr_one. _______ ___________ ________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities_---~~~~~~ _ _!'~_p_i_<!_l__I. !. _______________________ _____ __________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. -------------4½ % 
Plasticity - ~--_v.._ery_ _littl.a,._ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _______ __________________________ J2_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry--------- -------------~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04- ______________ ____ !_ %Cone .04 __ _________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ !_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _____ ____________ '!!'_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ _________ __ ____ _____ .3Mllbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ )3_._3_9. % ____ cone .02 _________ _.1.a._1a_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at con .02 __________________ ~_mm 
Action in mold _ -breaks _in_mold . - --------------------------------------- -
Act ion when glazed_'!'_!l~ __ c):_q _ ~Q!J.9!'9_8 __ t_l'!._~ _gi~!J.!' _______________ ___________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_l'.hia_s.ampl.e___ia _eandy:, _.cr.wnbl..as. _easily.,_..and_ie __ 




- --------------- -- - -- --··------ -
* No test could be made . 
---------- -----------------
79 
TesL-1-1- LocalitySW:t-_-0£.~- Section_..20_ Township_l.~- Range_ l_?_ County~;!,g_!il 
Characteristics of deposiL-_~Yfil.n_six.....f.fUl.t.. _t.biclL.C.9YJ':IJ"_ed with_ five feet __ _ 
_ o.r _eoiL .and. _gra:v:el ... ______ _ _ ----------------------------------- - ---
Slaking qualities_ ~~RQ.Q.k& _d.ow11 __ r_~:l4~.! _____________ ____________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _____ ______ ____ 8 _ % 
Plasticity_ ~~.s.om.e.._ _________ ________ ___ _____ ___________ __ ___ ____ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____ _____ ____________ ____ ________ 52_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________ __ ______ 6_ %Raw ________ __ ____ _ 
Fired cone .04 _____________ ____ __ L %Cone .04 ____ _______ _ 
Fired cone .02 _________________ __ ~_%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage- - -------- - - -----~- % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) -----------------------~~-Q.lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- ________ _l.,_._2JL % ____ cone .02 _________ ~§!1§ __ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone .02 __________________ ~_r.:un 
Act ion in mold _.:".:".P~~~~-;~_!!}_9]._d_. __________ ______________ __ _______________ _ 
Act ion when g-lazed_~ -~ -~~~L~P_!:l_o~]:>-~ _t t ~_g!!'-~~-·--- _______ ________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_~~- £;!_8_8_f!~l!;"~- ~~ -~!_l!~ __ e_~:e_~~-!~_!1~~-:y_e_ry__~~~~~, 
_.Md_-'lha.n _fir.ed.,._is. _very_s.of.:t...-Blld._cbaley ... __ _rt_...i.s_of_no._ .D.l.ue._for ____ _ 
_ _pot..t..ery:~ -------------- -- ---- --- - - ---------------------------------------
--------------- ---------------------- ----- --- ---------------------------
----------- -------------------------------------- - -------------
---------------- ---------------------------------------- - -----------------
* No test could be made. ---------------------- . 
Te t_ '/ L cality ctio _ Towns-hip 
Charact ri-stic of 
laki 
er cent of co rs material not passing m 1 No. 80_ --~==-~% 
Plastici Y-~no.:t.._ 
er cent of wat r of plasticitY--------~~=~-=-=--=-=-=-~g_,, % 
SHRIN AG C ·[Lo 
Shp to d __________ ....:.;._%}la 
ir d con 
ot.al 
: :; - _lb . 
.Ab.sorption. co:u ,,V-'i!C==~=~=~ 
• U.2 _____ O' __ ___ % 
· rpag . (ID mm f1·0 }lorh,01..rt.al ) ii,{ ( one .0.2 
0 
-- - --- - ---= - ~=---~-
------- ---- - -------- ---- -- -- ·---------~===== 
-------~- ----- --- --
---=----=--- -=~ --· =-=~== 
- ·- - ---------- ---------- ------
81 
Te L Locality.sYft__Qf _SE:t- ection __ &_ _ Town -hip_l~- Range_ .i.i Countyi.J..J.J.J' 
Charact ri tic of depo-iL~~~rgtui~o~:lt _in_a dee_p__cut _east of stone ___ _ 
_ cul.v_rt. - - ------- - -------------- ------ ----------------------------------
laking qualitie _:-_-:_~~~~~- .Q.~_!J.!l __ S.A_C?.1!!?! ____ _____________ _________________ _ 
Per cent of coar ' e material not pas ing mesh No. o_. ___ ___________ L '11' 
Pla ti city_ =-._- _y_e..cy, ...l.i tile., __________________ _________ __________ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plast icity _________ __ _______ ________ ____ ___ 4Q_'/o 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
lip to dry _______ _______________ -!!:_ %Raw _______ __ __ ___ _ 
Fired cone .04 ______ _____________ i!:_%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _________ _____ __ ___ !_ %Cone .02 _____ ______ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ !_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____ ______ __________ U~.9-1bs. 
Absor ption. cone .04- _______ __ ~§_._~8_% ____ co.ne .02 ________________ % 
WaTp a e. (in mm from horizontal ) ai cone .02 _________________ _ 
Action in mold_~.:'b1"~ _in....mo 
Action wh en glazed_.:'~lfuld~R-
J _ __ _ _ ___________ ______ _________ _ ______ _ _ 
Rema ks and conc1us:ion _Th ___ j;~ 





t t co ------------------------~------
82 
Test_J~ Locality .m;t_Q.f _Q~_ Section_~~ _ Township_H_ Range_2_Q_ _ County~~j._s 
Characteristics of deposit ••large_de_posit _~~-!_>.~_g!l_ bank_on_the east __ id~--
-~f_the road. ______________________ _____________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualities~~11x.e_akru:l.o.wn__ ...r__api_dly .. __________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _________ ______ •z_ % 
Plasticity - ~~.YJlr'Y. _ll ttl.e., ______ _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________________ 38_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______ ____ ________ __ __ '[_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~ - % Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _______ ____________ ~ _ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ___ ___ ___ ________ ! _% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 7.?.9_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ ~9~~-5_ % ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izontal ) at cone .02 _________________ ! __ mm 
Action in mold __ -br ___ _ J.,.1'.LmQld, ________ __________________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_~_ - ____ - _ - __ - _ - ___ ---- _ - - ______ ________________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions!l'bis_samp ..i.s._sandy:,. _c:rnrobJ es si Y-t- ..and. ..h _ 
_ ~~--____ j.__g}!t_~ _fl.!liJl _e,_t_ _cone _ _._o_a_. __ it. ..i _ of _.no__ ue _ _ _p.ot_t_e.cy __ . 
- ~~dy~--------- ------------------------------ -----------------------------
------------- ------------------------------------ - --- - - -- ·-- - - ---·---------
----------------- ------------ --------------------------------------
---------- - -- - -----------------
------------------------------------------------- -----------·-------- ------
___ N __ t st __ c.o~lcLb _ JD&d_e_._ __ - - -- ---- - - -------------- - -----•- --- - ------- - -- - -
83 
TesL.7.5_ Locality _.SW¼..of....6E¼: Section..3.5..._ Township_ll_ Range_.2..0_ County~lJ.j.§ 
Characteristics of deposit..:-_-.lJat:i~Ld§l).9~.it_ from_ bluff one _guarter mile ___ _ 
west_of_the road. _________________________ ______ _______ ____ ___ _________ _ 
Slaking qualities~~.bl:aak.s-down... .r..api.dl.y.. ____ ____________ _______________ __ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _____________ -l.½-% 
Plasticity_ ~~Y.BrJ.-..l.ittle .. ___________________________ _____ __ _____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___________________ __ __________54_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _________ _____________ ,L %Raw __________ ____ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ 3._ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ -l!_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _______ __________ !_ % 
D.ry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ __________ __ _______ §1.9 __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ __ _____ .?J_•J_ % ____ cone .02 ________ _?_5_._tL_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal} at cone .02 _________________ __ rnm 
Action in mold-~~!>!"~~-s __ ::i,.11 _mQl.d~--- ------------------------ ---------------
Action when glazed_'!'~~- _c).~_y_t\Q~Q!"P~- j;_ll~_g:l,~;~..! __ _________________ _______ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_tl!.~~-~!~y_ j._!!_ _f!.f-!I.!d..Y-1.._Qr~l>J.~_,s--~~~~~Y-~!l_j;]'l_~---- -
_g~~~n-ware _state.,_~n_o. _is_ury_.s9.£i...and_chalky_..wh.e.n_fire.d., __ ..I_t_ _ie ___ _ 
-~~ o_p rous_for_a. _g__o_Q..4._~lay~----------------------------- - ----- ---- -----
--------------- ---------------- - - - ----------------------- ·--------------
- -- ------ - --------- - ---------- - - -------- -- ---------- -- - - - -------- --- - --- - -
-- ------------------- - --------- - - ---- -- ------ --------- - - -- - --------- - -----
------------ - -- - ---------- - -- -
__ *_No test. _c. ould.. .ha ..aad.e • -- - - - ... -- - .. - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
84 
TesL!l.6.... Locality5W¾-_..o£.-NF4-_ Sectio11-ll Township-12_ Range_.20_ CountyElli.e 
Characteristics of deposit.!"..!'"~e_dep.o.sit__Qne._quart..er mile _west_ of the __ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~_sJ,._~~E! _r~pj.gJ.y_. ______ _______ ___ ______ __ ___ __ __ __ ______ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _________ ____ __ -6½_ % 
Plasticity_~~YM:J_.li.ttle_. __________ ____ __ __ _____ __ __ ____ __ __ __ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ___________ ___ _________ _____ ____ 48_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ -5._ %Raw ___ _____ ____ __ _ 
Fired cone .04 _________ ______ ____ -1!:_ _ %Cone .04 ____ ___ ____ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______________ _____ -l! _ %Cone .02 __ _________ _ 
Total shrinkage---------------- -~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ __ __ _______ ______ ____ _ §l.?_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ______ ~9~~.?-% ___ _ cone .02 __ ___ ___ __ l2_&~-% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at c ne .02 ______ __ ____ __ ___ __ mm 
Action in mold_~~b.r~.alt_ft_i.n _mQld_, ___ ______ ___ ____ ____ ______ _______ ___ _____ _ 
Act ion when glazed_'!'b~ __ c],_a_y _~Q~Qr];>!l_j;]l_e _ __gla.i ~.! ____ __ _____ _________ ___ ___ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Th.;.~_Q!~y_j._s __ ~f:¥.!<U. _~<;!_g!'!l:!'.11.!>_l_E~JL~f!~;~y~ __ .M'!_~?_! __ 
_ fired the _ware_is s oft and_porous and _i s_ of_no value _in its ...2_ure ___ _ 
fo~ ! _______ ___ ___ ______ ___ ______ ___ ______ ___________ ___ ________ _____ __ __ _ 
- ------- ------ ------- --- - ----------------- - -- - -- -- ----------- - -- - -- - - --- - -
- - -- -- - --- ----- ---- - ---- -- ---- - --- - - - - - ----------- - ------- - ----- - --
- - ------------ - --------- - -- - - - - - - - ------ - - ---- ------- - - - - --- -- - --- - - -
-------- - --~-- - - - - -- - ----- -- -~- ------ - - - - - -- - - ,-- -
* No test could be made. ------ ------ --------- - ------ - -- - - ------ - ---~ ------- - - - -- - ------- - - --------
85 
Test_71_ Localitymfl:_..af.Jill¼_ Section.ll._ Township...l2_ Range_i_o_ County~lli~ 
Characteristics of deposiL--~J._d§l).9_s.i_~_t'..:rQ@_QJ.~ stone _quarry one hun-. 
_ dred_yards weet_o£ the road. ____ ______ ____ ______ ___ _____ ________ _____ _ 
Slaking qualities_ .:-~J>J:.~~~-g.Q~ _ _!'_a~dlI • _____ __ _______ _______ __ ___ ___ ____ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_._____ ________Q _ % 
Plasticity _~~Y~U-.l...it.tle.! _____________________ ___________ _______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity- - -------------------- - ------ - --- 36 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 1_ %Raw _____ ______ ___ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________ ______ __ -l!:__ %Cone .04 ______ _____ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ -l!:_ _ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-------- ---------~ -% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) --------- ·-- -----------~§? __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04------- - ------~-% ___ _ cone .02- ------------ -~ - % 
Warpage. (in mm from hor izontal) at cone .02 __________________ ~_mm 
Action in mold_~~breakain. ..m.old .. ___ ______ ___ ______________ ___ ______ __ __ __ _ _ 
Action when glazed_i! _____ ____ ____ - --- - - - - - - - - ___ ________________ ___ ________ _ 
Remarks and conc1usions_j'Jli~ _Ql~y_.iJ:L....sa.n.dy _ __and _baB_Y~:r:y...._li.ttle_ p.las:ti..c.-
i U • __ :X: t_ .au.~ake.s.... .af.t.e.r. _firing- and--i.a- -of.'.-no- '1'-alue- ..as -a pott ery 
-~ie.Y.!--------- -- - - - - - -- - --- - - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - --------------- - - - --- - --------
- -- -- - - ---- - - --- - ---- - - ----- - ---------- - - -- -- --- ------ --- - --- - ------ - -------
- --- - - -- -- ---------------- - -------------------------------- - -----------
--- ---------- - ---- - - - - -- -- - ----- ------------------- - ---------- --
- -- - - -------- - - -------------- - - ------------------------ ---------
* _No_ te st c~uld_be_~d_e_L ------ ___ ____________ __ __ ________ ___ ______ _ _ 
86-
TesLJ.?_ Locality~_o_.(_~_ Section __ 2_f!_ Township_!?_ Range_]._?_ County~gj._s. 
Characteristics of deposit --large_ depgsit one _g_uarter mile_ north of----- · 
__ creek_ on cut throu_gh hill . __ _ 
Slaking qualities_ :-_:-_8_'.I:~!~ _ ~~~~}'_• ________________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ 8_% 
Plasticity - ~~y~_nr __ :u, tU~ ~- ___ ______ __ ____ __ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity----------------------------- - -- 48 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to drY----------------------~-%Raw ____ ____ __ ____ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Oone .04- ____ ______ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~ - %Cone .02 ______ _____ _ 
Total shrinkage ---- ---------- - --~- % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) --------- - ·--- ------- - - - ~~?_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04--- -------~~~7~- % ____ cone .02----------~~!.~! % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone . 2-----------------~--mm 
Action in mold_--breaks in mold . ___________ __________ __ ______ ____________ _ 
Action when glazed_Th~_g}.~y __ ~Q.flQrbi;_tbJt_g_la,~L---- -- - - -------------------
Remarks and conclusions_1'_1'!.~E!-~~!l!i_..9J"_~Q.l_e_~-~~@~,J,y_j.p_j;_}l~_gr~~m~J:iJ'-e ___ _ 
state,_and is_so:ft_and chalkr_when fired. __ It_is of no_yalue as a __ _ 
pottery clay . ______ ______ ___ ________ _______________ _______ ___ ______ ____ _ 
- ------ ------- - - - --- - - - - ------- - ------- - --- - ------------ -- - - - - - ------
- - - ------------ - -- - ------- - --- - -- - -------- --- --------- - ---- ------ - -- - --- --
--- - - ---- - ----------------- ----- - ---- - - - - ----- - -- ----- - --------------- ----
------------- - - ------------ -------------- - - - ------- -------- - -- - - - - --- -
* No_ test could_be ma_d_ttL- - ----- - - - ----------------------- ---------- --· 
87 
Test_Jj_ Locality~_Q.L~- Section_~_ Township_l,~_ Range_ .l.J_ County:g!Ui~ 
Characteristics of deposit --large _depgeit i?J_~;&i_J>J3Pk • __________________ _ 
Slaking qualities _ _:-_:-_!)_z:_~~~ -~~-.!.!i'-.9-~<!~r __ __ _____ __ ________________ _____ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_ .. _____________ _n _ % 
Plasticity _~~y_e__cy_...l.ittle_. _______________ _________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _____________________ ______ _____ 46-_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry--- - ------------------~-%Raw __ ___ ___ __ ____ _ 
Fired cone .04--- --------------- -~-%Cone .04 __ _________ _ 
Fired cone .02------ -------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ___________ ______ -l!: _ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ____________ __________ 5lO __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___ ____ __ _ 1§..! j~_ % ____ cone .02 ________ _ _6_5_._8_5_ _ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02-----------------~--mm 
Action in mold_--bre~s in mold. ______ ____ ___ ___________ ______ ___ __ ______ _ 
A'ction when glazed_ ~~-p~~_y--~~f!QrQ~_:!;]1~_»-,;~~.!- _____ ____ _____ ___ __ _____ _ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ Th.i.ELclay_ia .. t .o.cLs.of .. t.J--c:rnrobJ es ..e.asily-.in....:Ul.e.-
_g~~~~~!U'e state._.and. .i.s.._u.ry:_p.or.o.LLS.....and-soft_:when....fi.red .. __ .I.t.....i.s.-of. 
_?_!~ value as a _pottery_ ca.~~------- - --------- __ _________________ _ __ ____ _ 
----- - ----- - -- - - -·--- - ---- - ---- - -- - - ---- ----- - -------- - ---- - --- -- - - - - ------
----- - -- --- ----------------- - --- - -- ---- - ---- ---- -- - - -- ----------------- -- -
--- - ----- --- -- -------------- - ---------------- - - --- -- -- ------------- - --- ---
--- - - --- - - --- - - - --- ----- -------------- - ----------- - ------------- -
* No test could be made. -- ----------- - - --- - -------------- - - ------------------- ----- - - - -- ---
88 
Test_ ~_Q_ Locality.SJti:._q_,L5Wt-_ Section _ _}.__ Township_l5_ Range _ _l._7'"" County~l.l.J.~ 
Characteristics of deposit --:.f!l]la].l._ de,Posi t in_ tb~ _ _!i_i_t,ch _ on_ the north _ s~g.e_ 
of the road. - - --------- ---- -------------------------- - -------------- ------
Slaking qualities~~.lu:'iakS _dOJm- _sl._o_wly~ __ ___ _________ ______ _____ _______ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. _______________ 2_ % 
Plasticity_=~J~_pla.s-:t.ic, _________________ ____________ _______ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity- ------------ --------------------*-% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry------------ ----------~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 __ ___ _____________ _ 'lt_%Cone .04 _____ _____ _ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ -i!_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ <I!_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ ____________ ________ '195..lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _____ __ ___ l2.,i7_ % ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _____ ____________ __ mm 
Action in mold_~-cracks in mold. ______ __ _____ __ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ __________ _ 
Action when glazed-~~~~_f!._V{~:r,~,! _______ ____ ____________ ________ _________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_ ~l!-~!~Y_YJ~J:.;_f'j.._~f!-~~_QQ!l~--·-O_~,__i~_b,~_rii__~ __ _ 
-~l,!~_g!"~~_!l-ware,._but _cy_a_cks. _whtn..9-l'Y.i.n__g_~ __ lt._i,s_,:1._oJ2._ci~rlLtil_b~-"-S.e.d. __ 
as a p-0tt~ry_clay . _____________________________________________________ _ 
--------------- ---------- ------------ - ------ - ----- --- - -- ------ - - - ------ -----
- - ----------------------------------- ---- -----------------------------
------------------------------------ ------- ---- ---- - ----------- ------ -
--------- -- - ------- - --- ---------------- - --------------------
* No test co~d _ be_ made. __________ ---------------------------- - ------ --· 
89 
Test_ _?).._ Locality~ _o_{_~Wz- Section __ Township_~1- Ra.nge_JJ_ County~~~ 
Characteristics of deposit·-found_in dralnage_ditch ai;:_ the_eide of the __ _ 
_ road_ fifty _yards west of culvert.! _____________________________________ _ 
Slaking qualit ies_ ~_:-]:>_i:_~~~ _ ~~!1 __ I'_!3,~~c!!~~-________________________________ _ 
P er cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _____________ ..l._9__% 
Plasticity_ ~~!;l.~JU._1.Wl ..R~§t.i..cjj;_y_!,. __________________ ______________ _ 
P er cent of water of plasticity--- - ---------------------------- 30 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry __ __________________ __ it _ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ _ -i!:_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 __ ___ __ ___ _________ i!:_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ -!! _% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 'l?9_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04-------- - -~~!~.?--% ____ cone .02 ______________ ~_ % 
·w arpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone . ~-----------------~--mm 
Action in mold_~~~m~ . ..cltJLin....mold .. __ ______________ ________ ___ ______________ _ 
Action when glazed __ *------------ - -------------- -- - ---------- - -------------
Remarks and conclusions_.Th.l~-~l,.~y_j_e __ q_q;i.j;_e __ h.a:td_in_j;.h_e _ _g_:r-e.en~~r~_Jm.t. _ 
_ cracked when d17ing_. _ It bec~~UL1.lij;_~_:tl.~d_wb.e1t.l'_i:r-ed _t9 _ _c_o.n_e __ ~Q2.,_ _ 
and_is of_no value a_~-~...P.~~t~n'- ~..9Ji.Y-~-- ----- -- - ----------- - - ----------
------------- - - - - - - ---------- - -------- - - -----------------------------
---------- -- - --------------
-----------------------
- -------- ----- - - -------------------------- - ----------------------- - --- -
* No test could_be made . ____ ______ - ----------- - --- - -----··--------- - --- - · 
90 
TesLS..2_ Locality~,i. _o.r__~W,i_ Section __ l~ TownshipJe.1-_ Range_JJ_ County~ill~ 
Characteristics of deposiL·_-:(ound_in bottom_of _d~_g~ <!itch on the ____ _ 
north_side of the_road. ----------------------- - ------- --------- - -------
Slaking qualities_.:-:-]l_i:_t!_~~-~~~- -~~~<!~I • _________________ ___ _____________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ _____________ ;:~ _ % 
Plasticity _!"!"Y_acy.-1.ittle .. ______________ ____ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity----------- - ------------------- - 36 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ it _ %Raw ____ __________ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ _ -i!:_ %Cone .04 ____ ______ _ _ 
Fired cone .02 _______ __ _____ __ ___ ~_ %Cone .02 __ ___ __ ____ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 7Q~_Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ ____ ___ __ _?.9_ % ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone . 2-- ---------------~--mm 
Action in mold _::~!'!1-~.!cs in mold. _____________ ______ ____ __ _____________ ___ _ 
Action when glazed_::"~_z_e_~-~~g~----- - ----------- --- - -- -- -- - -------------
Remarks and conclusions--~~-~!!LY_J_~-~~o--~~~<!l.L~!-'~_b_~~~-~~g_y_,__~~--
vitrifies at cone . 02. It is too dark to be used as a body £or 
---------------- - - - - - ---- -
pottery. 
-- · ------- ------ - ---
-------------------------- - -- - - --- - - - - - - --- - ------- - - - - - - --- -- ----- - - -
- - - - ---------------- ------ - - -- - -- - - ---- -- --- - - - - - - - - ---------- -----
-- - - - -------- ----------- - ---- - --- - - --- - --------- - --- - - - - - -- - -------
_*_No t.es~_could_ be Jna.d.e.L-------·- --------- - ----------------------- ---- -
91 
TesL..8a Locality.Slfi__Qf. ~ _ Section_..l..-Z:.Township __ l4 Range_J.1_ CountyEllis 
Characteristics of deposiL~"'!&nall_de_pJUti...t._t:ronuir.aimi._g~ _dUch on north __ _ 
side_Qf _r.9_E¥l_~- - -- - -- - --- - -- - ------- -- ---- -------------------------------
Slaking qualities-~ k ~~~- gQWp_~..P.i.4~.! __ ___ ____ ____________________ ___ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse mater ial not passing mesh No. 80_. ______ __ __ ___ _lJ._ % 
Plasticity_Y~l'~_.llt.tle .. _______ ______ _____ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ______ ___ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity--- ---- - - - ---- - - ---------------- iQ _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry--------- - - ---- - - - --- -~ - %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04----------------- - -~-%Cone .04 __________ _ _ 
Fired cone .02- - - --------------- -~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-- - --- ------- - - --~-% 
Dry st rength (pounds per square inch ) _____________ __________ '150.Jbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ _____ __ 23~73 __ % __ __ cone .02 _________ _ ..0...8.4._ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal ) at cone . ~------ - ----------~~-mm 
Act ion in mold_ - - cracks il'!. _~Ql-4.! ________ ___ _______ ___ ______ _____ ___ ___ ___ _ 
Action when glazed_".:~~~~_s _ __g_~~;~_W!llJ._ .. __ _____ ___ ______________ _____ ___ ____ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Jh~_gr~ft:t1~..ar_e_.JJt.luu:d_but._Jma..ak.s._when...dr.y.i.ng-. 
The-_ ware very_ dene_e at _cone_ . 02 bl.lt....i.s to£.uiar.lct.<Lbe_u.ae.d....!.Qr __ _ 
-~~t~~!}'_.!1!.~ing . _______ ___ ______ __ _______ _________________ __ ____ __ _____ _ _ 
-- ------------------ ------------------------------ - ------ ------------ -
----- - -------- - --- - ------------ - --- -- ------------ - ---------- --------- -
----------- - ----------- - - --- --------
------------ -- ----- - ---------- - ------------ - -- - - - -----------
* _No_ te_sj; __ Q..Q.Uld _ biunad..a. .. _ - -- - - - - - - - - -- ---- - - - - - --- ---- - - - - - -- - -- -- - - ---
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TesL.8..~ Locality .s.&i:_Qf_SW¼_ Section _ _a_4Township_l--1,_ Range_}_~ County~J..J.j._s 
Characteristics of deposit --deposit founq__~-~~f"_g_e bank three fourths ___ _ 
mile_ west of Munj or. ------------------------------------------------ ---
Slaking qualities_ --slakes_ra_p~dl_y. ____ _____ _ 
--------------------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _________________ 7 _% 
Plasticity _~~.YJlcy_lit:tle_, _______ ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________ __ ____________________ ___ 32_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ 5_ %Raw ____ __________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ 1_ %Cone .04 __ _______ __ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ 2_ %Cone .02 _____ ___ ___ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ §_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ __ ______ __ _________ __ J.9~lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ______ ___ ~_.)._~ _ % ____ cone .02 _________ ~1:!.~~--% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .0 __________________ 3 __ mm 
Action in mold_ --casts well . ___________________ __ ___ _______ __________ ____ _ 
Action when glazed_~p_e __ Ql_~-~~9_r]:>_s_j;J1El _gl~u1~-- ------ - ------ - ------------
_ strengt_~ but_is jl_uite _sandy . __ The ware_has aome__p_ossibilities_but __ _ 
_ is too porous_ :tor a good_ bod_y . ______ _________________ ______ __ ________ _ 
--------- --- - - -- ----- ---- ------~---------------------------------- --- - -----
- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------- - --------- -
------------------------------- - ----------------------- - - -----------------
- - - ---------------------------------- - ----------- - ------ -------------
-------------------------
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TesL -SS- Locality ~ - ..o.!..SW;i-_ Sectio·n _--22._ Township_U_ Range_b.8_ County~gj.._s 
Characteristics of deposiL~~1.u:ge_de_pJ>..n..t. _covered b.I._t"!~-feet of top ____ _ 
--SOiL ________ ____________ ______ __ ______ _ 
Slaking qualities~_-JUJ!ktHL very slowl:y.! _________ _______________ _________ __ _ 
P er cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ ______________ 6_ % 
Plasticity_ -----1UU:Y • _ ury_ .pl.aat.ic=~.q]Ait_«t _12.U gg .! _____________ __ _ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity--- - --------------------------- --~% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ____________ _________ J.1:_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02----------------- - -~-%Cone .02 ___ __ ______ _ 
Total shrinkage ________________ _?_9_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ----------------- -----~Q~Q_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __________ ltQ~~HL % ____ cone .02 __________ !_-_?!3 __ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ______ _____ ____ !~ __ mm 
Action in mold --molde well . ----------------- --- --- ------------ -----------
Action when glazed_-:~!~~ ~-e- _\!~~l::. ~- ________________________________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_.The._green.."1l8.r.a..is.._v_e.ry__h~r.d_~Jl-d~~Ql,~_.AA_d ___ _ 
_ dark....t.a....he. _used_a.a..a_p.Qt.tecy_..cl.ay_~ --------------- ------ ---- -- ---------
-------------------- --------- - -- ---- ----- --- ---------------------------
- --------- - - --- - --- --------- --- - --------------------------------------
------------ - --------------- -·----------------------- - ---------------~-----
_ * No test_ coaj.g. __ Q.~-~d~.! ____ __ __ __ --- - ------ --- - ------------------------
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Test_.?§_ Localitym__o.i__~¾- Section __ l9_ Township_H_ Range_]._?_ CountylJ!!-1.!J! 
Characteristics of deposiL-_-.hrge_d~.p..o..&i_t.__.tound_i.n...A.._dit~h_on the north __ 
side of the road. - - ------------------------------ ~---
Slaking qualities_.:-.:-J:>J.:..~~@_g.~ __ s_lQ.W:~·-----------------------------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80------ ---------~- % 
Plasticity_ ~~.Yj3.J'_y_~etic., __ _________________________ __ _______ __ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity-------------- - ------------ --- - - 46 _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ it_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04-------------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______________ _____ -I!:_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ "!_% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ________ ____________ __ !,g§.9_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _______ ___ ~!?~-% ___ _ cone .02--------------~-% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 ______________ ___ !_mm 
Action in mold_~Pl"~.alYL.i.n_tbtLmol.d..__ ____ ____ __ ______ ____ __ ______ ________ _ 
Action when glazed_ ~~'.t~ltj3Jl. _glue_ well.,_ - __ - - _______ ___ ____ _____ __________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_-~@- !!l-~Y - ll~_a JlleJiJ,_qm _!;}t rep_gtji_ j._rL t.be _ gr..e_Etn_~ __ _ 
d~k_ to beo_.Cm.uch.. .Y.alwia._ ---- - --- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- ----------- - - ----- - --- - - - - ---- - ----- --- ---- -------- - - ---------- - - ----- -- --
- - --- - ------ - - -- - ----------- - ---- ------- - ----- - - ---- - - - - --- - -- - ------- -- - -
- - ---- -------- - - - - - - -- - ----- - ----------- - - --- - ----- - -------- -
--- - - - - - --- - ------ - - --- ---- - --- - - ------ - -- ---- - - - --- - ------- - ---------
__ ~ould_be made. ____ _____ ________________________ _______ _____ _ _ 
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Test_.?J_ Locality§!if.._Q.Cffl"_ Section __ ~~Township_l½_ Range_A9_ County~UjJ5 
Characteristics of deposit --small _ de_pgsi t under two r_~~t _of_ top soil. ___ _ 
Slaking qualities_~..!"'..breaks_dw.on.. rapi dJ y. .. __ _______ ______ _________ ______ ___ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _____ ________ __ 7_% 
Plasticity -~~y~_n..l.i.ttle.., ____ __ _____ _______ _______ __________ ____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________ _______________ 3_6__% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Shp t o dry ____________ _________ _ i!:__ %Raw _______ __ _____ _ 
Fired cone .04 _________ ________ __ i!:_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ i!:_ %Cone .02 ________ ___ _ 
Total shrinkage _______________ __ -I!__% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) ________________ _______ §QQ_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _______ ___ gQ.!J.?_ % ____ cone .02 ___________ 6_._1_'[_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 -------------- --~--mm 
Action in mold _ --bre!',ke i_?l._~Qld..t _________________________ ____ ____________ _ 
Action when glazed_'::~~~-e _ _g_l_~~-w~ll...L ____ _____ ___ ________________ ______ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_~Q.-~ay_iJ:L.aandy_...and_crumbles a.asily_in.__t}le_ _ 
__ green"""lllare state_ but bttQ.omes _ _q!ti.:t...e J!Mae _u.p.on....heing_f_ired..._.:t.o.._ _cnne. _. 
--~02. __ The ~k_ color and _break~e _are _!aw.t_a_.t_QQ._di!fi.c.w.t.__t_Q._Qur.:--
come. -------- -- --- - - -------- - ------------------------ - --- - ---------------- - -- - -
-------------------------------------------------- - -------------------
------------------------- -- -- --------- ------ ----------------------
---------------------------------------------------- - - - --------- - ---
* _No_ testc..Q.li.ld_be_ mad.a .... ____ -- -- -- ----------- ------------------- - -- ---- -
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TesL.~.!3- Locality§Yi'_i__q_{JiW¼ Section_~- - Township_'.1,.4,_ Range_lJ}_ County,li:Ul§J 
Characteristics of deposit --large_deppeit on_the_ east side_or the road __ _ 
of a farm_ house. ------------------------------------------ --- ---
Slaking qualities_ ~J:>_z:e.a.ka _down..~.._ _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ ..z_ % 
Plasticity_ ~~_g_u_i_t_e_ .lU,asti.c, ____ ___ ___________________________ ___ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity-------------------------------- 3_6_ _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry-- ------------------- -~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04------------------~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ____________ __ _____ ~_ %Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) __ ____________________ lQ~~-lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- _________ !~.!?~-% ____ cone .02 ________ __ J_•..k.'!_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at con .02 __________________ ~_mm 
Action in mold _~ 'Qr~~s in mold. ___ __ __ _________ ____ _______________ ______ _ 
Act ion when glazed _':.~~~~§ _ _g_~~~~ -~~lJ.L ___________ _______ ___ _____________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_M~_Q.i~y-~13_.h_~g.__i_?!__~l}~_g!'.!3~A~~~~-!;!t§.:t;~_j:)_~l-
-~racke _ when <!:ai~g,_!Uld__ifLt.oo_dark....:laL.h.tLusabl.a.a...------------------- -
------- - ------------------------------------------------------------
--- - --- - - --------------------------------------- - ----------------------
--------------------------- - - --
--------------------------------------------------------- - ----------------
----------------------------------------------------- -------------
_* No _ te13t ~d_be_~--- -- -- --- --------------------------------------
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Test__8_9_ Locality .SJtl._o.t...NW¼_ Section.3.4._ Township_l3_ Range_J...9. CountyElli..s 
Characteristics of deposiL'rb.i ~LUin.._o_:t_~lay_iiJ_~_o __ f Q.et _ thick and is ___ _ _ 
_ covered with_four feet of top soil. __ --------------------------------
Slaking qualities~.!""...hre.aks_do:wn.._rapidly .. ______ ___ ________________________ _ 
P er cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ___ __________ _ -1.7.½_% 
Plasticity_ ...li tt.l.tl_, _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________________ 38_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________ __ _______ 4_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ Q_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 __ _________ _ 
Total shrinkage ________ ______ __ __ Q_ % 
Dry st rength (pounds per square inch) - ----------------------~-8.?_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04-___ ______ 6.9,.l__ % ___ _ cone .02 _____ __ __ -3.2....as_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone _02 - ---------------~--mm 
Action in mo]d_~~~-s __ ~Q.0:_~~U~--------------- ------------ --------------
Action when glazed_Th~-~JlY_~~~QrQ§_~_l1_e _ _g:i_a~~~---------------------------
Rernarks and conclusions- -~~-~~y_]1_~~-~e~A~_@]f~!l~.A__ll'!_~h~Lgr~_e_11~---
ware state but has a hi&_! content of sand . __ The ware_is_soft and ___ _ -------------------
crumbles easily when fired and is of no_value as a_pottenr cl.~ · ----
- -· ----- - --- ---------
------ --- - ------------------- - ----------- - - -------------------------------
--------------- -------- - - ---------------- - --- - - -
* _N°_tesJ_ coul.d_be_~~~-------- - ----- -- ------------ - - - --- --- --- ------ · 
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Test_ _9_Q. Locality .NW¼._Q.f _ij __ Section_2..7 __ Township_la_ Range __ l_~ CountyiJJ.j~ 
Characteristics of d eposi L-:-:~rS!I _ g.~_posi t _ on_ hillside on_ windin__g_ road. __ _ 
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_ ---~0A.eaks_ dw.n._mpidl.y ~- ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ 3_% 
Plasticity_ ~~.Y..rr:,_ ...li ttl.e., _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________ _________________________ Ji_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ i!_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ________________ ___ -t!_ %Cone .04 ___ _____ ___ _ 
Fired cone .02 ______ ___ __________ i!_%0one .02 ______ _____ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ i!_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____ _________________ _ fQ.?_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _________ !?..!!3..? __ % ___ _ cone .02 __________ ~7-~1i_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ ______________ ! __ mm 
Action in mold-~!>!"~.Alt_fL.i.n_tbe_mo.ld..4...- _______________ ____________________ _ 
Action when glazed_ --takes _gl~e_w_e.ll_. _____ ______ ___ ___ ___ __ _____________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_ This_ C}.fl,y_j.Jl_Y.QIX_~a.ndy_§.ll.ii __ ~~bl§!.1;L~..as...i_lsL_ 
-~~-~~~~_!ts to the_!!!~!--~ _and_is_not _p1.aiiti!!_enou_gh to be_u~11.._ble . ------· 
-------------- - ----------------------------------------------- - -- --- - -
---- - - ----- - ---------- - - -- - - - - - -- ---- - -- - - ---------- - - - -- ----- - ---
----- ----------------- -------- ---- ---- ----- -------- - ----------·-
_ !" _ !:_l9 _ _Q.Q~d- ];)~_.made. .. _ - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - · 
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Test_ _.9_].._ Locality fil'V¾._Qf._mv¼_ Section __ 4.'t Township_l,J_ Range _ _l._9_ Countyigj._s 
Characteristics of deposit --large_ de_p9si_~_of _ clay il!__~llside two hun- --· 
-~~~~-y~rds north ~f_]:>1:_~~-~~~~~~--------- ------------------------------
Slaking qualities_-=-~~~~~~-9-~~- -~~'?.~~:y .! ___________________ _______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ _1_% 
Plasticity -~~_qui_t.e._plasti..c.... _______________________________ _____ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity--------------- - ------ __ __ ___ ___ 40_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ g__ %Raw ______ __ ______ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ _l_%Cone .04 ___ _____ ___ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________ ___ _____ ~_ %Cone .02 ___ __ ____ __ _ 
Total shrinkage ________ _________ !_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ------- ---------------~~,? __ lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ___________ _?__!_?_?_ % ____ cone .02 ___________ ~!..~L % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ - -------------~--mm 
Action in mold_~.ce.st.a..Iell.._ _______ _________ ___ ________________________ _ _ 
Action when glazed_~~take...s.._glauLw.el..L.... ___________ ____ ______ ___ __________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ '{h.ie_clay_.has...medi.wn_str.ength..and_a_silky __ t.ex~ 
-~~e _ in thegreen~eQtate~_.l,J.rl;_ftELt.est_br..oke...in_tbe_f.ir.rt..fire~. 
-~e ware is _too dark to be_ue~.d..il.!~C.Hsfl.U.ly_.in_pottery_.maki.ng.._ __ _ 
- ------ - - -------- - - - -- - - - --- - -- - ------ - --- - - - --------
- - ------ --------------------------------- - - - ----- --- - - --- - ----- - ----- - --
------------- - ----------- - ------- - ------- - - ---------- -- - - ------------
------- - --- - --------------------- - ----- - ------------- - - - - - - -- -------- - -
* _No_ test coaj.d_l>iun.e.d.e..t.- ____ ____ ----------- - -------------- ----·---- ---· 
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TesL9_~ Locality .SE:t.._o.t._NE¼_ Section_.21. Township_l3_ Range_..J.9.. County Ellis. 
Characteristics of deposiL--~l..,n~g§_d.§.PJ>At. i'ound in )lillside. _____________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ..:-~~~~r~~!l:!i _ _!:>_e_ -~'!~~~g...! ____________ ___________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ ______________ 4_% 
Plasticity -=-~y.e_cy_,.. _ucy plastic._ _______________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________________________ 48_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Shp to dry ____________________ ll_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ 'L %Cone .04 __ _________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ 4_%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage ----------------~Q_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch ) __________ _____________ 64-5_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ ___ 7..!.9~-% ____ cone .02 ______________ Q_ % 
"l.1/arpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 _______________ __ .9_mm 
Action in mold-~~~~~Jt.Jl.QJ.l.L--- - --------- - ------------- - -----------------
Act ion when glazed _~~t.eJ.c~jJ _ _g_la.z.e_welL _________________ ____ _______________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions The _green-w.a.1-"_e_J..f:l._y_e..cy:_etrong..Jm.d..lleJLa....f.ina __ _ 
-~exture. _ The test_ vitrif'ies_at_ cone .Q.~_but_i.fLllQ._dark_t.o_.bfl_us.e.d .• 
--------------------------------- - - ------- - - ------------ · - --
---------------- - ----- --------- - - - - - ------ - --- - --- - --- ----- - -- - - - - --
------- - -- - ---- ----- ---------------------- - ---- - ----------
-- - ------------------ ------ ---- - --- --------- - - --- - - - ----------- - --- -
----------- ---------------------------------- - -- - ---- - ----- - - --- - ----------
- --------- -- - -·--- - ------------------------------- - - - - --· 
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Test.9.3.._ Locality.NW¼....o.t:--NW¼_ Section_ ..l._Township_li_ Range_li CountyEl.JJJ:i 
Characteristics of deposiL--~e.rge_d.e_p_cuti._t._QlLtb§_}V_e.Jtt.._e.ige_ of a. hil.l, . ___ _ 
------------------------------------------
Slaking qualities __ -_-_br_eaks_ d.o:wn.. .al..Qwly • - ________________ ___ ______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 _________________ 2 _ % 
Plasticity _~~me.dillm .. _______ ________________ _____________ _______ _ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________ ____ ____ _____ ___________ 36_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________ __ _______ 9_ %Raw ______________ _ 
F ired cone .04-___________ _______ 3 _% Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ Q_ <;o Cone .02 ____ ___ ____ _ 
Total shrinkage ___ __ ___________ !~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _____________ __________ '.lj;i_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04- ______ ____ J~..?}_ % ____ cone .02 ____ ______ J!.!..~~-% 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02_ - --------------~--mm 
Act ion in mold- ==i:~1;1_:!;_e_Jte..llL--- _________ ___ ___ ________ _____ _______ ______ _ 
Action when glazed_=~~_e_f!.__g:l~~~LW~ll. ____________ _______________________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ ~!LQJ..fl.y_j.Jl_Q.U~i:U_~an.dy...,__haQ_~§di.wll _______ _ 
-~~rength in tl:!~-g!'~en-ware_state_,_ and becomes ven dense_ u_pon fir- __ 
-~ng. __ The clar_is too dark_ to_ be of much_ value for _potten makin~--
--- - - - - - ---------------------------------------- --------- - ----------------
----------------------- - ----- - - -------------- ---------------------------- -
--- ------------------- --------------- --------------------------------
------------------------------ - --- - ------------------------------------
----------- - -·---------- - --- -------- ----- - --------- - -----
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TesL9~- Locality -NW!-~~ Section_..31_ Township...13._ Range_l.8_ CountyElli.s 
Characteristics of deposiL~~~-t:ro@_tM._b.Qttorri_.9£ a _p_it _Qilo_ one ancL. 
_ one-half miles west_of H~~----------- ---------- ----------------------
Slaking qualitie -~~~J__ajc_~f:!._:t~Pi.QJ.y_. ___________ ________________ ___ ________ _ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. __ ___________7 _ % 
Plasticity _-:.~Y~ry_.pl.aatic . _________________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _______________________________ 4Q_% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ l.(L %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ JL %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ 'l~Q_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 __ _________ ~!77_ % ____ cone .02 ____________ 0_._~~ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at co' .02 _________________ * _mm 
Action in mold_ -~Q~.9lc1J_.in...mo.ld,!! ___________ -- ___________________________ _ 
Action when glazed_-:.~~~~-~~~-w~U.,! ____________ ------ - -----------------
Remarks and conclusions_J.h;..f!_~l,§,y_j.13_y_e_ry_]l_g_d_in_tb~ _ _g_;c.Q.~ll~1fflr!l_Jt.tAt..~. 
Th~-t.~e:t_.b.rJllul.-1n_the_ second -firing-.at..-eone- •02-.a.nd--i.s-too-d..ar-k...:t.o- · 
J~_~e~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------
----------- ----------------
------------------------------- ------------ - --- -- -----------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------
_ * _No _ test could_ be_ m.ad.ft..~ -----. _ _ ___________________________________ -· 
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TesL95_ Locality -NW¼-.c.t_Jt'W:! Section_~_ Township_~1- Range_~_ Count~~,!l 
Characteristics of deposit--laJge_dep9~j._:t __ ~}! the west side of the road. -------------------------------
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
Slaking qualities_~~.br.e.aks_down....r.apidly:t _________ _ -------------------
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ·-------------3½-% 
Plasticity ---prao-t-i-eall.y--none-- ____________ ____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _________________________________ J2_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Shp to dry ______________________ if:_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ i!'_ %Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________________ .fil.S__lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 _________ -25-..42_ % ____ cone .02 __________ 15 .. 1.9_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone 02 __________________ ~_mm 
Action in mold..!9..!9.hreake-in.....tha..mo1d. _____________________________________ _ 
Action when gfazed_..Th.e_clay_ ahsorba_tbe __ gle.u~.L- _______________________ _ 
_?lQ ~Q~_fp.J'_JQAk..i.~g_p9ttJ:1_l1~---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------- ----------------- ------------ --------------------------
-- ------- -------------------------·----------------------------------------
--------- - -----------------------------------------------------
*_No _ teej __ ~~~~~-P~-~c!_~!. _________ --------------------------------------· 
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TesL~§_ Locality _~.9_±:__~Vf¼ Section_~- - Township_U_ Range_J,.J_ County~~_;_!' 
Characteristics of deposit--small._dep-0sit in draina_g_e ditch_under two ___ _ 
feet_of_to_p soil. _________________ __ _________ ____ ___ _____ ______________ _ 
Slaking qualities_ ~~.br.eakfLdown... repi dl y.._ ________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 ________________ ..6__ % 
Plasticity_ ~"!!YfJ:ry_ .lit.t.le_. _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity _____ __ ______ __ ____ ________ __ ___ 24 _% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ ..6__ %Raw _____________ _ _ 
Fired cone .04 __________________ ..2._%Oone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage-----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ___ ____ _______ _______ __ 'l20_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ______ ___ l,'l.!~J, __ % ____ cone .02 ___________ 9_._4_].__ % 
1Narpage. (in mm from horizontal) at ne .02 _________________ __ rnm 
Action in mold_~~br.eaka.in.JIJ.old .. __ ____ __ ______ _____________ ___________ ___ _ 
Action when glazed_ ~~tWJt. ..glaz.ELWelL __ ---- ___ __ __ _____ ______ ___________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions __ ~Q._cl,ay_iJJ_..sMd_y __ @d_crWP.b.l.eJl_e.asi,l.y _ _ill__i_}le_ __ 
veen-ware state. __ The test_broke_in the_Qone_.02 fire . __ It breaks __ 
-~~sgL~d is _not_ a _ _g_o_o_4...BQ'tt~!'Y_..9_:l..u!. ___ _____ ___________________ ___ _ _ 
------------ -------------------------------- ------- -- ---- ----- ------------
----------- --- ---------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------- ----------------- -------- -- ------ --- -
--------------------------- -------------------- ---- - --·---------- -- ---
__ * _No_ te~t __ ~Q.!Jld_b.fL.mad.e...._ ____ --- ------------------------ - ------------· 
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TesL.9.7_ Locality NW.i-...of.--Wi_ Section..3.. __ Township...14_ Range_.l.7_ CountyElliJ3 
Characteristics of deposiL·_-...lt!~ge_d~,p.o_s.i_t_..i_~_bo111' __ o_n the _east_ side _of ___ _ 
_ tha_road....------------------------------------------ --- ----------------- --
Slaking qualities_~~.hr.eaks-down repi d) Y- • -------- ________ __ _______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80 __ _______________ 3_% 
Plasticity _~~Y~..little_. __________________ _____________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ________________________________ 28_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ -it_ %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04------------------ -~-%Cone .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 ___________________ i!_%Oone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ i!_ % 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) _______________________ §39_lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ____ __ _______ _?_9_ % ____ cone .02 _________ ]._7_'!..~~-% 
Warpage. (in mm from hol'izontal) at cone .02 _________________ _:!f' __ mm 
Action in mold _~~bn.ak.13_..i.11...mold.L _____________ ___ _____ ___________________ _ 
Action when glazed_ --takes ..&.lQ.l~-w~lJ.._. ____________ ____ _______ ____________ _ 







_ _:!;est_ could_ be made. _________ --------------------------------- ----· 
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Test_j~_ Locality§~_o_.{_~~- Section __ 3;i_ TownshipJ .. ~_ Range_J.J_ CountyilA.i~ 
Characteristics of deposit--a large_de_po_sAt _exposed b_y grader on the _side 
_Q..{_~be_r~ad_. ------------------------------------ ----- - ------------------
Slaking qualities_ ~~]>]."_e_ufl _dQWI1.....raJWUy:~ ___________________ ______________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not passing mesh No. 80_. ____________ --24:_% 
Plasticity _~~y~r:y_.lit.tle_. _______________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ____________ __ __ ________________ 2.~ _% 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry----------------------~-%Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ -tt_ %Cone .04 __ _________ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage -----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______________________ 'ZQ~ __ ]bs. 
Absorption. cone .04-_____ ___ __ J,~~~- % ____ cone .02 _________ _J._3_._~_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at c 01 2 .02 ______________ ___ !i' __ mm 
Action in mold_":.':breaks in mold•-- - --- - - - ----------- ----- - ---- - --------- - -
Action when glazed_ __g_l_t\ULWellL _______________ ___ ___ ____ _________ _ 
Remarks and conclusions_Thlf!_gJ,~y_j.J5_y~ry __ S_acr!dl_@Q._J:.T_~Q.l..e.~_e.ru,iJ,._y_~--
!_~-~~-~g~ __ d_a_rk _in_ color and _does not have _enougll _pJ.astici ty to be-- · 
-~~e~-!-~-~ pottery_ cla_y. __________________________ __________________ ___ _ 
---------- --------------------------- - - - - - - - - ------- - ---- - --------- - ------
------------------ - - ------------- - ---------- ----- - ------- - - -------- -- -
-------------------- --- --- ------ - --- ---- - - -------------------- - ------ -
-------- ---- -------------- - - ------------------ - ----- - - - -------------------
-~ _No _ te.s:L .. c.o..uJ.d -be-made-- - - - - - - - - ·- -- - -- - - -- - - - - --------- - - - - - - - - - - _____ .. 
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TesL.9.9_ LocalitySW4-_..o£..fil¥ _ Section_..36.. Township-12 - Range_ J.1_ ounty.l!:ll.i..s 
Characteri tic of depo it~_-tlar.ge _dep.a.si.t_ _exposad...ey_..g.cader_on...t.a,p_ _Qf ___ _ 
.JWall_hi.lL.. ---- ----------------- -------------------------------------
Slaking qualiti s_ J:>...r_Q.a.k.rLdown.. JU.Q.~ ._ __________________________________ _ 
Per cent of coarse material not pas ing m h No. 80 __ _____________ -4_% 
Plasticity -'!!!~Y.fil'.:y_ ..pl.aeti.c..- _____________________________________ _ 
P 1· cent of wat r of plasticity _________________________________ -3.6. _ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry _____________________ JL %Raw ______________ _ 
Fired cone .04 ___________________ -tt _ ¼Con .04 ___________ _ 
Fired cone .02 _________ _____ _____ ~ _% Con .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage _________________ "!_% 
Dry tr ngth (pounds per quarc inch) ______________________ g2~ __ lbs. 
Ab orption. cone .04---------~~.!~.? __ % ____ con .02 ___________ 7_._4_~ _'/4 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal} at c01 .02 __________________ * mm 
Action in mold __ --breAAein mold~----------------------- - -----------------
Action when glazed_ --takes ..z.l~~Q _W~llJ____________ ___ _ _______________ _ 
Remarks and conclu ions_ This _cl~_j.p __ l'!_~rji __ l?! _tb~_gfj)JIA~~t•LB:t.a:tJI __ Q.~t. -
breaks when driing~-- It is too_dark to be _used asA__pott;ery_ cl~- --· ---------------- --
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Test.lO..Q Locality .SW¼:._Qf._SW¼-_ Section _2..5__ Township_l,g_ RangelJ __ County~JJJ._s 
Characteristics of deposit - ... sandy_ clay e~osed by gi-ader _in cut through . 
-~~!_hill . ___________________________________________________________ _ _ 
Slaking qualities~~Ju:e.ake_d.own....J:a.pi.dlyi _______ ___________________________ _ 
Per cent of coar se material not passing mesh No. 80_. ______________ 4½_% 
Plasticity -~~_p...i:..a.c.t.ically_.n_on_e_._ _________________________________ _ 
Per cent of water of plasticity ------------------------ - ---- - ---~g_ % 
SHRINKAGE COLOR 
Slip to dry ______________________ -I!_ %Raw _________ __ __ _ _ 
F ired cone .04 ___________________ !_ %Cone .04 _____ ____ __ _ 
Fired cone .02-------------------~-%Cone .02 ___________ _ 
Total shrinkage -----------------~-% 
Dry strength (pounds per square inch) ______ ____ __ ____ ______ fill..0.._lbs. 
Absorption. cone .04 ________ _____ 2._7 __ % ____ cone .02 _________ _a4._39_ % 
Warpage. (in mm from horizontal) at cone .02 __ ___________ ___ __ ~_mm 
Action in mold_ ~~b.r .. aakfLand_.sticka_t.o ..mold.. __ __ _______ __ ______ __________ _ 
Action when glazed_T.bst.gl_az.e._ie_f.LU.l..Jlf._smal.L.bubbles~---- -- ------------
Remarks and conclusions_~i~ _ _clay_.i._e__v:etJ._Qandy_.arul_c.rwnbl.e.e_~~t.---
~_!l.Y __ "{_alue_as a_Rott~ry_gl~-~------------ - --- -- ---------------------
- - - - -------- ---- - - - - --- -- - - -- - --- - - ------ - - -- - ----- -- - - ------ - - - ----------
- ---- - -- --- ------ - - - -- -·-------- - ------------------- -- - -- - --------- - - - -- - - -
- ----- - -------------------------- - - - - - ---- - - - - ------------ - - - ----- - -- - -
- - -- - -- - - ----------------- - -------------- - - - ----- - - -- - -- - - --
* No test could be made. --·- ··- - - __ ------------------------- --- - --- - ----· 
Chapter III 
Conclusions with reference to the clays of Ellis County for 
pottery making. 
The north half of Ellis County from Big Greek to the Saline 
River has numerous deposits of clay, while the south half of the 
county has few outcroppings . From Big Creek to the Smoky Hill 
River on the south, any clay there may be is covered by a rich top 
soil which has filled the lowlands from the hills north of Hays, 
to the low hills along the river. 
There are numerous deposits of shale in the hills south of 
the Sa.line vmich could be used commercially for tile or brick man-
ufacture, however, their dark color lessens their value as a body 
for the making of art pottery. 
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A few light firing clays were found, but without exception, 
their high content of sand, and subsequent high porosity, make their 
successful use doubtful . 
The clay nearest approaching the ideal as far as color, density, 
size of deposit, shrinkage, and casting possibilities are concerned, 
is No. l, found about one- half mile north of Yocemento . 
Although few clays tested were good enough to warrant their use 
i n a pottery laboratory or commercial factory, there are several 
that could be used successfully in the classroom in either modeling 
or making simple, hand-built pottery. 
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The following tests were picked as the best ones suitable for 
the teacher in the rural school of this county who may wish to obtain 
some clay with which to experiment in her classes. 'l'hese tests were 
chosen because of their plastic qualities and because they can be 
fired. Although all but No. l fired to a dark color, they are suit-
able for ordianry class-room use. 
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